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AIDS testing
quells fears
By CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following interview was granted on the
condition of anonymity. Any names
in the article are fictitious and have
been changed to protect the identity
and privacy of the source.)
Kay, a JSU student, talks freely,
openly, about the touchy subject of
AIDS. She acknowledges the fact
that she has had several sexual
partners, and i s not ashamed to
discuss her sexuality, but a cloud
passes over her face when the deadly disease is discussed.
"We're failing each other as people. No one seems to be concerned
about each other. We seem to be
interested in only what we can
achieve, and no one worries about
the dangers," she states emphatically.
Her concern with AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome) has
prompted her to seek testing. She
contacted the Alabama Public
Health Department, who put her in
touch with V-Victor, an agency that
offers free screening for the AIDS
antibody, HTLV-111.
"When you call, they give you a
number (for identification). They
don't take your name, your address,
or your life history. It is totally
anonymous. The only thing you have
to sign is a release form. It is a
disclaimer promising not to sue
them should the results not be accurate," Kay said.
The nurse will take one small vial
of blood, and the person calls ten
days later to set up an appointment
to find out the results. Test results
are not released over the phone.
Kay said that she worries about
the spread of the disease, noting
that a lot of American soldiers are
contracting it overseas from prostitutes, and that it is on the increase
in this country among all sexually
active groups.
"I worry about all the babies
being born with it," she says.

Kay has found that her concern
has influenced her sexual relationships.
"My greatest fear is that the
people I date and get sexually involved with, I don't know their
history ....The man I dated before
refused to use one (a condom), and
I'm not sure that didn't break up our
relationship. I had been
monogamous to him, but I'm not
sure he was to me, and when he
refused to use a condom, we ended
up not having sex," she s t a t e .
She has advice for people who are
worried about the issue.
"Nobody is safe ....If you fear it,
have the test done every six months
until you feel safe. You can be a
carrier and not get it, but if you do
get it, you are a goner."
She spends a lot of her time
conversing with people of all ages
about their views and beliefs about
AIDS. She has heard some incredible myths about its transmission.
"I had a young man tell me, "I'm
pretty sure I know how to keep from
getting AIDS.' I said, "Oh, really?
How?' He told me he just refrained
from having anal sex. It wasn't even
logical. I've heard that men who are
circumcised stand less chance than
men who are not. Men think women
have it, women think homosexuals
have it, and some people think you
only get it from oral or anal sex.
What are young people supposed to
believe?"
Even with the wealth of misinformation around, Kay feels that
young people do stand a chance.
"These kids aren't as dumb as
you think they are. Mostly, they just
need somebody to sit down and
explain to them how to protect
themselves," she said.
She believes that more open discussion should be held among parents and teens, and that more
information should be readily available for those who need it. But most
(See AIDS, Page 2)

Kadica
- manages Marriott Service
By ROD CARDEN

Chanticleer Staff Writer
Dixie Leonard, manager for the
Marriott Food Service, has resigned
from his job. "I am just ready for a
change," he answered, when asked
his reason for resigning. "I have
been in the business for fifteen
years and am ready to try something new ...there are no negatives
involved."
Leonard came to Jacksonville in
October of 1986 from Emory University in Atlanta. He felt his greatest

Supreme Court Justice A(jams to speak
Alabama Supreme Court Justice
Oscar W. Adams, Jr., will speak
this morning at 10:OO on the third
floor of Theron Montgomery Build-

ing. Adams is most noted for becoming the state's first black Supreme Court Justice in 1982. He was
a partner in the law firm of Adams,

Baker& C1emOnin Birmingham and
practiced law
33 years. Adams
attended
Law
School in Washington, D.C.

accomplishment at JSU was upgrading the program. " By working
with President McGee, the building
structure is better. The food is also
a higher grade now and we are
offering more pace changers and
specials." He also mentioned his
contributionsinestablishing thel'he
Roost (a snack bar on the second
floor of the Montgomery building)
and tripling business for the catering program.
Leonard has no firm plans for the
future. "I plan to look for a job with
a small regional company in a small
town," he said. As for now, "I plan
to stay in Jacksonville and take
some accumulated vacation time."
Pete Radica, from Orlando, Florida, will be the new manager for
Marriott. Radica has worked ten
years with the Saga Food Service

before it was bought out by Marriott. Radica said he started out as a
student manager in the University
of South Florida food service program. Since then he has worked for
food service programs both on and
off campuses in Florida. Radica
graduated from USF with a degree
in marketing.
"I want to take what Dixie has
done a step further. I hope to do this
by communicating with the students," Radica said. One way he is
going to communicate with the students is through Food Committee
Meetings. "Through (the meetings)
I can deal with students and learn
what their needs are." He said the
meetings would be open to anyone
who wanted to attend. "I like to
know who I am feedine and am
(See MARRIOTI', Page 2)
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Man arrested in Ramona Wood

Announcements
*The Cumberland School of Law will hold a Spring Pre-Law Day
Friday, March 11. Any interested student should contact Dr H P. Davis
in the political science department in Martin Hall at ext. 5651.
*The Placement Office is now located in Abercrombie Hall All
placement services, including interviews, will be conducted there. Any
one who is interested in seeing the new office or applying for placement
services may come by the office.
*Coosa Valley Archaeology Club Meeting will be Thursday Feb. 25 at
7:30 p.m. in Brewer Hall 3rd floor. The guest speaker will be John Hall
of the Alabama Museum of National History The topic is "The Quest
For Desoto".
*"No Peace - No War: Jordan Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow" The
Department of Political Science offers the first of a series of colloquia
on Thursday, February 25 a t 2:30 p.m. in Room 313 of Martin Hall. Dr.
Jerrv Gilbert will present interpretations based on his study tour in
~ordHnlast summe;
*Cookie Festival 1988: For cookie lovers the very best time of the year
will soon come to a close Girl Scout cookies will only be available until
March 5th. If you have not been contacted about cookies or want to
purchase more cookies, please call Anne McBride at 237-2825.
*Resume Writing Workshop: Friday, February 26 a t 8:30 a.m in
Room 107, Bibb Graves.
*Interview Skills Workshop: Monday, February 29 at 3:30 p.m in
Room 107, Bibb Graves.
*"The Counselor is in" at Weatherly Hall during the month of March.
A counselor from CDCS will be available to talk with all JSU students on
Wednesday evenings from 7 until 9 p.m.
*The Art Department is holding a Juried Student Exhibit through the
26th of this month. The exhibit is in Hammond Hall.
*Afro American Association: Let's get together, come one, come all
for one common cause, Feb. 25 a t the Theron Montgomery Building 7:00
p.m. Don't be left out! There is something for everyone. Door prizes will
be given away.
*The Jacksonville Songwriters Association has been invited to attend
the March 1st meeting of the Birmingham Songwriters Association All
interested persons please call C. A. Abernathy a t 231-7314 (or the
Chanticleer office) before Sunday, February 28th for directions and
other information. The meetings a r e held at Prestige Studios in
Homewood.
*Psychologicel Profiling Workshop.... Jacksonville State University's
College of Criminal Justice will hold a workshop on psychological
profiling of criminals on Saturday, February 27, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. in
Brewer Hall.
Psychological profiling is the systematic study of a crime having
bizarre aspects. The study includes a thorough examination of all
photographs, sketches, investigative reports by officers, medical examiner reports and witness interviews
The seminar is being conducted by Dr Ronald Holmes, associate
professor at the School of J u s t ~ c e Administrat~on, University of
Louisville, KY. Dr. Holmes is a nationally recognized expert on serial
murderers and sexual deviance He has published a number of books
dealing with violent cr~mlnalbehav~orand is a consultant to several
police agencies for investigations requiring profiling Dr Holmes
recently appeared on the Phil Donahue Show and answered questions
about serial killers and rapists
The cost is $65 for credit, $45 for noncredit
To register, call Bob Benson at JSU a t 231-5781
*Phi Eta Sigma Accepting Membership Applications Membership In
Phi Eta Sigma, the freshman honor society, is open to all full-time
students at Jacksonville State who meet either or both of the follow~ng
requirements within a twelve month period:
(1) First-time freshmen during the fall or spring terms with a t least
twelve semester hours attempted and a GPA for the semester of 2.5 or
better, or
(2) Students who have completed their freshman year (32 or more
attempted semester hours reached) during fall, spring, minimester, or
summer semesters with a GPA of 2 5 or better for the first 32 attempted
semester hours, provided that no more than 20 hours be transfer credits
from other schools
If you meet these qualifications, you should receive in your campus
mail box an invitation to join Phi Eta Sigma. These invitations will be
mailed around February 18 or 19 and will contain specific instructiods
for those who wish to join.
If you qualify and wish to join, but do not receive an invitation, contact
Mr. Kinney in Stone Center 105 before Friday, March 4.
*Music Scholarship Auditions Set .... Auditions will be held for
Jacksonville State University music scholarships this spring. Scholar, Cappella, and
ships will be given in the fields of voice, band, ~ i a n o A
jazz ensemble.
Auditions for voice scholarships will be held on February 26 from 1:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., February 27 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., March 4 from 1:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and March 5 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Auditions for piano scholarships will be held February 26 from 1:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., February 27 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., March 4 from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m., and March 5 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Auditions for A Capella choir scholarships will be on February 26 from
1:30p.m, to4:30p.m., February 27 from9a.m. to 12p.m., March4from
1:Mp.m. to 4:30p.m., and March 5 from 9 a . m . to 12p.m.
Jazz ensemble auditions will be held on February 26 from 1:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m., February 27 from9 a.m. to 12 p.m., March 4 from 1:30 to 4:30
p.m., and March 5 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Band scholarship auditions will be held on March 11 from 1:30 p.m. to
4:30p.m., April 1from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30p.m., and April 2 from9a.m. to
12 p.m.
8
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By JOEY LUALLEN
Chanticleer Senior Editor
A truck driver from Tennessee
pleaded guilty to third degree criminal trespassing in the Ramona Wood
Building last week.
JSU campus police chief Dr.
David Nichols said Willie Harvey of
Memphis was fined $97 and released
from police custody.
Nichols said several witnesses
saw Harvey in the building prior to
the disappearance of two purses
from a third floor office. Seventeen
dollars in cash were missing when

the purses were found in a men's
restroom in the building. According
to Nichols, there was not enough
physical evidence linking Harvey to
the disappearance of the money to
charge him with theft in the Feb. 16
incident.
In an unrelated series of events,
Nichols said there were several
automobile break-ins recently. In
one night four vehicles were broken
into a t Pete Mathews Coliseum and
another a t Pannell Hall. A set of car
stereo speakers were reported stolen from a car a t Pannell while a

$225 radar detector, a knife, a
checkbook, two sets of keys, shoes,
and softball bats and a bat bag
where among the items stolen a t the
colesium.
"We've talked to some suspects,
but, so far, no one has been charged
in the break-im," Nichols said.
Campus police a r e also investigating the theft of a ring from
Sparkrnan Hall. The gold ring taken
from a dorm room Feb. 12, was
valued a t $1000 according to Nichols.

(Continued From Page 1)
always trying to improve," he said.
Radica's largest goal is to improve the low number of students
eating in the dining hall. "I have not
been here long enough to pinpoint
the problem yet, " he said. He hopes
that by appealing primarily to the
dormitory residents, but also the
apartment dwellers and

fraternities, he will begin to See
more people eating in the dining
hall. He also said he wants to take
the catering program to a further
level. ""I want the program to have
variety and quality," he said.
Radica emphasized he is excited
about moving to Jacksonville and

Some call testing
for AIDS bad idea
(CPS) - U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop wants to test every
student of a major American university this spring to determine the
prevalence of AIDS on campuses,
but many students and several college health officials think it's a bad
idea.
"Why?," asked Dr. Richard J .
Schuch, the University of IllinoisChicago student health director.
"Why would he want to do this? I'd
rather deal with the risks a t hand.
We should be worried about getting
decent condom ads on television and
addressing issues of safe sex. Why
waste money on this stuff?"
The tests, other critics say,
wouldn't reveal much about college
AIDS.
Testing students a t a California
university, they say, tells you little
about the University of Alabama.
"I don't think you can generalize," said Rutgers University
Health Education Director Fern
Goodhart.
Health officials warn that college
students, because of their general
sexual promiscuity, are prime risks
to contract AIDS (acquired immune
deficiency syndrome), a fatal virus
spread through intravenous needles,
contaminated blood products and
sexual contact with an AIDS carrier.
But the money to test students,
Schuch said, "would be better spent
on educational ourwses.
r----I'm
--- of-fended that kids a r e exposed to
thousands of hours of violence and
sex on television, and we can't get
the networks to run a decent condom ad or safe sex spot."
Koop, who announced the plan
Jan. 2l a t a London conference on
AIDS, he has yet to choose a university, but wants a 25,000-student urban campus where the mass testing
would be part of a l d a y campus
"gala" on AIDS prevention.
Testing would be done
anonymously, Koop said, and those
taking part would not be told the
results. Students who did not wish to
participate in the testing would not
be required to do so, he added.
Koop's past anti-AIDS efforts also
have drawn fire, especially from
other Reagan administration of-,
r -

ficials -- most notably Secretary of
Education William Bennett -- who
object to his endorsement of safe
sex pratices and wish to teach AIDS
prevention to grade school students.
Bennet, by contrast, wants AIDS
education started in high school,
and then to stress abstinence and
monogamy a s the best ways to avoid
AIDS, a policy critics -- including
Koop - argue is fanciful and unrealistic.
While Schuch admires Koop's
past anti-AIDS efforts, this one
"doesn't make sense."
Testing all students on a single
campus "raises a lot of questions,"
said Coodhgart.
She is "troubled by questions of
privacy that could arise from such
testing and the public ramifications
of testing one school."
For instance, fears that the
chosen school might have students
with AIDS could drive some students to transfer and others not to
apply there, Goodhart said. The
college could also have trouble getting insurance.
"I have a lot of problems with the
way the government has handled
AIDS," added Illinois-Chicago student government President Laurie
Paul.
Her school is considering mandatory AIDS tests, she said, and
many students a r e concerned about

being a part of the campus. He also
looks forward to working with student groups.

AID(Continued From Page 1)
of all, people should be more concerned about each other.
"We're failing as parents, teachem. We're failing a s people. We're
going to lose the g a m e if -something
isn't done."

SUMMER JOBS
and 1or
V ~ . I E € R ~ m E s l

CAMP
COUNSELORS
WANTED!

World'sLargest Camp For The Q
b hbled

SUMMER JOBSNOWHIRING!
Haw fun working with physically and
mentally disabled children and adults.
EarnCdlege C d t i n m e c u n k u l a .

START N O W
Plan for Summer'88 Job
Volunteer to w a k any d these weekendsand interview for asummerjob.

Feb. 26th -28th
Mar. 4th - 6th
April8th - 10th
EARN S 1.200to S 1,500
Thissummer ...
with no expenses.
ROOM and BOARD ARE FREE!
Contsd: To m Collier
Camp ASCCAI Easter Seals
P.O. Box21
dadcson'eGap.AL 36861

(See TEST,Page 4)
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The shootout consisted of six
events including the army" ~hvsical
."
fitness test (AP$T), grenade throw,
M-16 marksmanship, one-rope
bridge, weapons assembly, and a
10K march. The JSU team thought
their strongest showing would be in
the rope bridge and the 10K march,
but they did better than expected in
*marksmanship. .
. .
JSU started the day off well,
scoring a 14 on the APFT, with' 15
being the highest. saored. Their luck
continued with the M-16 range, but
they looked like a different team
during the grenade throw.

. *

A

.

Cdt. Sullivan prepares to cross the One-ropebridge.

Cdt. Moran assembles M-60 machine gun.

Fortunately, the team was able to
score a perfect score in weapons
assembly and do it in a combined
25:36.In the assembly competition,
eight cadets each had to assemble
both an M-66 machine gun and an
M-16 rifle.

%

The JSU Ranger Challenge team
encountered some bad luck in thelr
strongest area, the ohe-ropk bridge,
and still managed to finish second.
JSU finished with two seconds more
than the University of South Ala-

Peu Grant checks may get
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) -Pell Grant checks for millions of
students during the 1988-89 school
year may get smaller, or vanish
entirely, the U.S. Dept. of Edttcation warded collt!ges around the
country.
As many as 53,000 low-income
students could lose their Pel1 Grants
while 1.2 million students could get
smaller grants next year because
the government is about $99 million
short in its grant budget, the administration warned.
In a Feb. 1 "Dear Colleague"
letter to campuses, Education p e partment.officials blamed Congfess
for the shortfall, saying it raised~the
maximum Pell Grant to $2,200-for
1988 without appropriating enough
money to give students that much
more.
To solve the problem, the deparmtne said it will either shave $31

off every Pell Grant recipient's
check ext year, or cut a s much a s
$400 from "least needy" students so
the "most neqdy" students could
get the full $2,200.
The letter warned the department
was giving Congress until April 30 to
come up with more money, or it
would start cutting "least needy"
students off the Pell Grant roles for
next year.
"They're telling us that if we
don't do something, they'll do something harmful," complained Gray
Garwood, chief aide of the House
Postsecondary Education Subcommittee.
Garwood doubts Congress could
which the
meet the deadline
Education Dept. says is necessary
because it must establish final Pell
Grant payment shedules by April 30
- and questions the department's
numbers.

-

Sigma Tau Delta
holds writinn contest
V

Sigma Tau Delta is now &king
entries for its annual writing contest. All students are invited to
submit up to two of their short
stories and
or up to 10 poems. There is no limit
to the length of the works.
No entry fee is charged and students have a chance to win the $25
first place prizes or the $15 second
place prizes being offered in each
divisi9n.
the contest was a
of English
their students
to get involved," said C ~ n dOwens,
i
President of Sigma Tau
"When faculty members will get
.behid something the honor society
m r n it makes it so much easier."'
'
,,, , , .
fif mateiiafA11 be judged during

"'

.

Spring Break and the week following. The entries will be judged by a
panel of three members of theEnglish department chosen by Sigma
Tau Delta advisor Dr. Gene Blak
ton. All entries must be in Dr.
Blanton's office, 213 Stone Center,
by 4:W P.m., Friday, March 11.
A list of winners will be posted on
Dr. Blanton's door March 25. The
winning poem will be printed in the
Chanticleer. The winning short
story will also be printed if space
allows..
Sigma ,Tau ' Delta will ah0 be
hosting a e Writing I n s t a d i o n
Technology conference Apl.it 8. The
conference helps high school English teachers better prepare their
students for college. Any Sigma Tau
Delta member interested in helping
with tke m k r e n c e shoulc) contact
D,. Blanton+

. . ...

I

DATE: March 2,1988
\

TIME:7:00& 9:30 P.M.
PLACE: TMB

I
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NEWSBRIEFS
Col. Orval Q. Matteson, Calhoun County Chairman for the George
Bush for President Campaign, has named Harlan Mason JSU Chairman
for the Campaign.
- - Mason is a business major and a resident of Crowe
Hall.ws3
The SGA and area merchants will present "Up With People" a t 7:30
o.m.
r --- on
- Mondav. March 14 a t the Anniston Civic Center.
Tickets for tie all new show, "Time for the Music," are $5 in advance
and $6 at the door and are on sale now a t the SGA and Anniston, Oxford,
and Jacksonville Wal-Mart stores.
"Time for the Music" is best described as a powerful contemporary
musical event featuring the diverse talents of a multinational cast of
more than 100 young men and women.
The first half of the two-hour show takes the audience on "world
tour," featuring popular and traditional songs, dances and costumes
from various parts of the world including Africa, China and the Soviet
Union.
Children celebrating birthdays a r e in for a special surprise a s the cast
invites them on stage which has been transformed into a clrcus big top
complete with international clowns and magic tricks, culminating in an
illusion which defies explanation.
The second half of the show begins with a trip back in time to a 1950's
street corner. "Back to Basics" traces the roots of rock 'n roll through
the styles, steps, and hit songs of the "Do-Wop" era and includes such
favorites a s Little Richard's "Tutti Frutti," Elvis Presley's "Ja~lhouse
Rock," and "Shout" by the Isley Brothers.
The aim of Up With People is to encourage understanding among
people of all nations through a unique program of intercultural
education, musical performance, and public service.
Each year more than 500 young adults comprising five international
casts spend 11 months traveling to many lands, entertaining audiences
worldwide.ws3
The JSU Department of English has announced the following
programs for the current semester.
- Susan Herport of the English department will read poems from her
manuscript "The Ivory Heart" a t 7:30 p.m. on March 7 in the Second
Stage of Stone Center Theater.
- Dr. Mark Kobernick of the English department will speak on
"Teaching English Abroad and in America: Value Systems and
Expectations" a t 7:30 p.m. on March 28 in the Second Stage of Stone
Center Theater.
- Dr. Wayne Claeren of the drama department will speak on "Half
Nelson: Wrestling with Two New One-Act Plays" a t 7:30 p.m. on April
4 in Second Stage of Stone Center Theater.
- Dr. Joanne Gates of the English department will speak on ""Look
here on this Picture, and on this:' Comparitive Production Analysis and
the Teaching of Shakespeare" at 7:30 p.m. on April 18 in the Second
Stage of Stone Center Theater.
The public is invited
The Center for Southern Studies recently sponsored a trip with a group
of area leaders to attend a conference in Atlanta. The conference was
planned by Pat Nixon, Lady Bird Johnson, Roselynn Carter and Betty
Ford.
The title of the conference was "Women and the Constitution, a
Bicentennial Perspective." The event was sponsored by the Carter
Center of Emory University, Georgia State University and the Jimmy
Carter Library.
Some of the most powerful women in the nation were present to
deliver speeches and lead panel discussions. Among the 157 part~cipating
leaders were Sandra Day O'Conner, Jimmy Carter, Coretta Scott King,
Barbara Jordan, Lady Bird Johnson, Sarah Weddington, LIZCarpenter,
Roselynn Carter and Geraldine Ferraro. Over 1500 people from all over
the U.S. participated in the two day conference
Topics included "ERA: Was it Worth it?," "Women Political Leaders
Reflect on the Constitution," and "The Contemporary Supreme Court
and Women."

Test
(Continued From Page 2)
who will have access to the results.
Still, Paul wouldn't oppose the
plan if her campus was selected and
a strong AIDS education program
was included. "It could be controversial. It depends on how they
do it. It's all in the marketing."
AIDS testing poses other serious
problems, Goodhart added. False
positive test results, she said, are
not uncommon, and can leave devastating emotional scars.
"I'm not sure many schools have
the support services necessarv to
deal with that. There a r e a 16t of

Excellent Income! Details, sead
self-adchssed, stamped envelope
WEST.Box 5877
Hillside. N J 07205

-

consequences. A false negative can
also provide students with a false
sense of confidence. "
If the school tested has a low
incidence of AIDS, Goodhart said,
students may think they have nothing to fear -- and years of safe sex
education could be ignored. "Will
students do anything different after
the test? That's a question we have
to ask."
A member of the Michigan State
LesbianIGay Council who asked to
be identified only as Steve, said the
test would be worthless unless par-

ticipants were notified of their results. "Otherwise," he said, "you're
not doing anything for anybody."

"I would want the reslul? if I
could get them anonymoUsly,"
agreed Patrick Springer, a Rutgers
junior.
Few students, added GoodHart,
would be willing to participate in a
testing program. "I'm not sure you
gain a s much a s you lose."

RESEARCH PAPERS
Order Catalog Today wlth VlsaIMC or COD

800-351-0222
In Cal~f1213)4778226
121 24th Ave., NW
Suite222, Norman, OK 73069

Or, rush $2 00 to Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave 8206-SN Los Angales CA 90025
Custom research also ava~lable-all levels

The Literary Society
(Writer'sClub)

And

The Jacksonville Songwrite2sAssociation
P

vs\~*p

Will Re Meeting '
TUESDAY At 8P.M.
In The Lobby Of
Houston Cole Library

4
FR~~&D

Interested Persons Please Attend!

With

Career Clyde offers
summer job advice
Hey, it's me again, Career Clyde.
Are you starting to think about a
spring break, the beach, and just
being able to enjoy wqrm weather?
Spring will be here before you know
it, and summer is just around the
comer. It's not too early to think
about what you are going to do with
your summer.
I started planning my Summer
1988 by talking to the counselors a t
Career Development and Counseling (107 Bibb Graves).
Most of us need a full-time or
part-time summer job to get some
cash. There's nothing wrong with
frying burgers a t a fast food place.
Having this kind of job shows future
employers that
willing to

work. You also develop good work
habits and begin establishing a work
record. It's a good place to get
references too.
On the other hand, don't overlook
the possibility of finding work related to your career interests. For
example, if you are thinking about
going into education, check-out day
care centers, nurseries, and summer c v p opportunities. CDCS
holds summer camp interviews and
has information about park and recreation opportunites. Many corporations have summer programs for
college students. You've heard the
expression "it will look good on your
resume." That simply means you
(See CLYDE, Page 8)
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34 LACKADAY
35 PIMPLE
36 VENISON
37 ESTIMATES
38 GK GODDESS OFTHE EARTH
40 DESERVE
41 DECLINED 1939 NOREL
PRIZE (GER )
44 o m
47 DRY
48 KEG
49 TOY
50 OWWGS
51 SCORCH
52 G K NUMBER SEVEN

x%

Get vour FREE
beat-hl tovvei.

It's tilY'x 81)"of hot-looking
ct ttto~iconiti n't , f o stretching
~
o ~on~ ort twappi'ing up it]. .,
for ewry boc!): And it's ycrur3
FREE: when you ctx~leto
the AT&rY'lkble and s i m ulj

DOWN
1 OPERATIONAL DEGREE
2 FORMICIDE
3 PASTRY
4 "I IY hW TO THE PILLORY"
5 TO ONE SIDE
6 PUI.I.MAN
7 RBSI'ECTED IN ACADEMLA
-

Y PI.Al0
I0 I
'
m
1 1 ___ MAN OUT
1 7 NOHW rorr
19 GRAIN
21 DROP
22 M R G M
27 CUIIAh'
24 ARAKS
26 FNSEllOOD

n ANNOTATE

28 CANAL
29 DRNE-IN ("AMERICAN
GRAFFITI")
31
35 FORDID
36 r n T
37 YACHT

GET YOUR BODY
To
THE ATaT TABLE.

38'EACIER

39 A CRAVAT
40 l C M N D I C LITERARY
WORK
41 BASE
42 R F J F D
43 A nOOK OF17lE RTRLE
45 PERIOD
46 ADM DEGREE

I

i

AWT

The right choice.

Februay 25 -26th
9:OOA.M. - 4 : 3 0 P . M .
T.M.B.

Time
Date
Piace

lk.
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CLOSED CLASSES?
FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES?
A FULL-TIME JOB?
When you can't get to the class you need,
Independent Study brings it to you by mail.
INDEPENDENT STUDY DIVISION
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
P.O. Box 2967, Tuscaloosa, AL 35486-2967
We offer more than 150 college courses that you can
complete at your own p a c e . In as little as 6 to 9 w e e k s .
Without t r a v e l . For full college c r e d i t .

Reservations must be made at
least I week pior to arrival

CALL TOLGPREE

I

Arts and Sciences
Astronomy
Business
Counselor Ed.

Economics
History
English
Marketing
Finance
Political Science
Health Care Mgmt.
Math
and more...

Social Work
Psychology
Sociology
Statistics

Enroll at any time. For a free catalog,
- write or call,
toll free in Alabama (800) 452-5971 or (205) 348-7642.

I

After lambasting the Olympics last week, I thought I
wouldmove on to more important matters. Here are my thoughts on the
mportant issues of the world as they appear to me:

I

Next mk I will further expound on these deep sentiments. Be sure

(

Letters to the Editor

I'd like to wish Michael Taylor the best of luck in his bid for Student
Government Association vice president. I'm behind you all the way.
Although the Chanticleer must remain neutral during the campaigning,
I, as an individualmay statemy opinion. And there it is. Go, Michael.

Dear Editor:
As a resident of Pannell Hall and a
student of Jacksonville State
University, I am applalled and indignant at what was allowed to
occur on Thursday, February 11, in 1
Pannell's second floor lobby. On a
regular school night, a fraternity
was allowed to have a party at which
admission was charged. The party

A few inside jokes
Hey, Craig, what are you doing, fossilizing? I think you need to
disperse.
Oh, and Poe, I just bought some powdered water. What do I add to it?

1

,

1
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"A nation that is afraid to let its people judge truth and falsehood
in an open market is a nation that is afroid of its people."

involved a large number of people,
and powerful sound equipment
which actually shook the £loor. The
noise was at a ridiculous level, and
disturbed residents throughout the
dorm. As a student teacher at
Wellborn High School, I get up at 6
AM in order to arrive at school on
time; and the f a d that they had
permission to party until midnight
did not exactly thrill me.

assistant and I were met with open
hostility when we tried to enforce
the rules, and no dorm director was
present to back us up. This
developed into a dangerous
situation, a situation which should
never have occurred.
I feel that the decision to let this
fraternity schedule a party on a
school night in a residence hall was
inappropriate
and
asinine.
Recreational activities such as this
should be scheduled far from where
they could disturb people who want
to sleep or study, and I feel that the
policies which allowed this to
happen should be changed immediately. After all, someone else's
right to swing their fist stops at my
face. Sincerely yours, Ken Austin

I feel that a residence hall is not a
recreation hall. Students should be
able to study or sleep as they see fit.
because thedorm iswhere they live:
Dear Editor:
Surely the administrators who gave
This letter is in response to the
permission for this to take place
would not allow a wild party in their letter of Brice F. Marsh concerning
home after their bedtime. The noise the qualifications of Pat Robertson
level was completely inappropriate for President.
for a building where people are
trying to study, sleep, or relax.
The following information 1s
provided in an attem~tto assist
voters judge for t h e k l v e s the
qualities
and
Another reason I objected to this presidential
party taking place was the problems qualifications of Pat Robertson.
that the participants' behavior
Mike MacManus who writes a
caused. I am a resident assistant in syndicated
column on religion has
the dorm, and I have agreed to writen: "Because
Robertson is a
enforce the rules of the dorm, which Christian
leader, the way he
financed his campaign should be
include quiet hours, visitation hours, above reproach. Sadly, it is not ....
and the state law against open as head of CBN, he channelled $8.5
consumption of alcohol. The partiers million of CBN's funds in 1984, 1985
wree leaking out into the hallways and 1986,. through the Freedom
and causing a disturbance. females
.--were violafing visitation hours, and
Council to enabkhim to build a
waUing around with
open beers. Another resident political base without having to ask

-

for early political gifts. NG other
presidential candidate had a nonprofit slush fund. Further, when
Robertson was told that the Internal
Revenue Service was starting an
investigation into CBN's funding of
the Council, he ordered the Council
to close down that &iy.
And
months after the Council was
disbanded, a letter was sent to all
former staff member$ offering $100
provided that they signed a 'confidenial agreement' promising that
they would not tell the press or
anyone of any 'trade secret' such as
'promotional activities, special
events such as rallies, meetings,
fund-raisers.' ...Robertson is-running on a moral platform with
termites eating it away."

...

...

H. Brandt Ayers, Editor and
Publisher of The Anniston Star has
written:
"The
surprising
breakthrough of the Rev. Pat
Robertson is worrisome to foreign
statesmen who are probably concerned. for instance, that a
governmental and diplomatic
novice filled with the fervor of
Christian fundamentalism could
create a regional or world conflagration when such uncompromising beliefs torched the
volatile fuel of Islamic fundamentalism."
Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young,
himself an ordained minister, is
quoted by Sonya Ross, Associated
Press Writer: "I think it would
probably be a disaster if Pat
Robertson got elected. As religious
as I think I am, I don't want
goverment deciding my religion. In
Iran, we see what happens when a
right-wing religious force begins to
take over. We are looking toward the
old-time religion to take us into the
21st century. I think that's a
prescription for disaster." Sinmely, J m s R. George
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Dream of medical school becomes reality for Lisa Ginn

Lisa Ginn
cal school and becoming a doctor.
By JEFFREY ROBINSON
Getting in to medical school is
Chanticleer Senior Editor
One Of the toughest tasks a preThis May, 4isa Ginn will earn her
medical student faces. Competition
degree from
G ~ how~ , for admission is very tough, and the
requirements for admission require
ever, this is only the first step in a
long road she is travelling. This
a propam
study in underroad is sometimes rough, and often
graduate
that is very
it requires a great deal of hard
strenuous. A great deal of sacrifice
be made if a person wants to
work. But Ginn says that it is worth
be admitted to medical school, and
the trouble, The reward a t the end
Ginn is certainly familiar with how
of this road is a degree in medicine,
one has to budget her time in order
and ~i~~ will become D ~ .~i~
to put in the amount of study reGinn.
quired.
The dream of becoming a doctor
"I try to keep a
is one that Ginn has had her sights
things," says Ginn, "but I probably
set on since high school, and that
do spend a little too much time in
dream is currently becoming a reality. Ginn cleared one of the major
my
studying."
says that
the day she
hurdles on this road last month
decided in high school that she
when she was accepted to medical
wanted to study medicine, she knew
school at the University of South
what the task would require. KnowAlabama.
ing that so much is expected of you
Ginn is from Alexandria, where
puts a great
of pressure on a
she has lived all her life. She atpremed student, but Ginn says that
tended Alexandria High School and
her acceptance to USA has made all
was involved in many activites,
Of the hard work worthwhile. Still,
These included being a cheerleader,
the decision to go into medicine was
president of the student hvernOne that had to be carefully conmerit Association, and being in
robed choir. Ginn also finished a s
The first difficult thing about
Valedictorian of her senior class
deciding to go into medicine is
with a perfect 4.0 average. while
admitting it, because you
attending Alexandria High, Ginn set
a goal for herself of going to medithe
that you
pea-

SiFed.

ple you're going into medice, your
family, your community, and everybody is expecting you to make it. If
your not going to med school four
years after you start college regardless of what happens, then you can
still be considered a failure, no
matter what you do. So that in itself
is a lot of pressure. Plus, when you
take the Medical College Admissions Test or something similar
to that, you always meet these
people that maybe a r e on a little
higher level than you are, and that's
very intimidating. It's a lot of pressure. Since I have been accepted, I
feel a lot bether."
Before a person gains admission
to medical school, they must earn a
Bachelor's degree. Ginn chose to
attend JSU to get her degree, despite a common fallacy that Jax
State is not a university where one
can study pre-medicine. But Ginn
says that the decision to come here
was and easy one, and it has paid
off.
"I had a brother and a sister who
came to school here, and it was
close enough to home that I could
live there and save some money
because med school is very expensive. Also, JSU offered m e a
Faculty Scholarship, and it's hard to
turn those down."
"I've been very pleased here. JSU
is not really known for its pre-med
students, but I've gotten so much
support here that I feel I wouldn't
have gotten anywhere else. A lot of
colleges specifically have pre-med
weed out courses. Here, the faculty
has been great, especially in biology
and chemistry, about pointing certain things out about medicine a s we
went along. I have really enjoyed it
here."
Ginn is a biology major with a
chemistry minor. She serves a s
president of Omicron Delta Kappa,
the national leadership honor society, president of Beta Beta Beta, the
biology honor society, is a member
of Phi Eta Sigma and Beta Sigma,
and is a faculty scholar. Despite a
busy schedule and difficult course
load, Ginn has managed to hold

Alpha Phi Omega provides fellowship fc)r members
By E L I S E TILLMAN
Cbiznticleer Senior Editor
Alpha Phi Omega is a world-wide,
coed fraternity based on the ideals
scouts of America.
held by the
The fraternity is dedicated to fellowship, leadership and community

---...,.A

JCl V A L C .

Projects for Alpha Phi Omega
brothers (both male and female
members are referred to a s
"brothers") include ushering for
plays performed a t Stone Center for
Performing Arts, and assisting the
Student Government Association
blood drives.
They serve a s hosts to the annual
Scout Masters convention a t which
time they work with the Cub Scouts
anbd provide a daycare service for
the Scout Masters' children. Members also raise money which is
donated to St. Jude's H o s ~ i t a lfor
Children. They a r e particularly interested in new projects and ways to
serve the JSU campus.
*a~idnnt Victoja Beck emphasizes that the fraternity is a

service, not social, fraternity with a
diverse membership. "We're here
for a very good reason and that is to
Serve the community," Beck says,
adding, "If all of our members were
brought into a room, you could not
identify the organization ...until you saw the letters on
their shirts."
Alpha Phi Omega does not haze in
any way and entry into the fraternity is based on the potential member's attitude toward the fraternity.
Membership is closed for this
semester, a s the fraternity has already reached its maximum total
membership a t this time. Like all
fraternities not everyone gets a bid
to join. Beck says regretfully that
the brothers can only handle so
many pledges a t a time. Membership will reopen in the fall.
The JSU chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega sponsors only non-alcoholic
functions for its members, although
such decisions a r e made by individual chapters.
Present officers are President Victoria Beck; Vice-President,in

charge of service, - Troy Williams;
Vice-President, in charge of membership, -- Patrice Oden; Secretary
-- Mylane Perry; Treasurer Suzanne Smith; Fellowship Chairman - Gery Rust; and Sargent-atArms -- Thom Pennell. The Faculty
Advisor is Dr. Childress.
Beck emphasizes the
camaraderie between brothers and
pledges a s one of the things that
makes Alpha Phi Omega not just
another organization. The brothers,
she says, try to mix in with the
pledges to make them feel like they
belong. "We would do whatever it
took (to help out) another brother,"
she adds.
There is a lot of learning going on.
If you want to know what we do for
ourselves, we learn," says Beck.
Members are helped to discover
themselves and their hopes for the
future through service to others.
The members a r e looking forward to the upcoming national convention which will be held this year
in Denver, Colorado.

down a G.P.A. near 2.9. A high
G.P.A. is one of the requirements
for admission to medical school.
Another requirement for getting
into medical school is taking something called the Medical College
Admissions Test, or MCAT. This is
a gruelling exam that can be one of
the main deciding factors on whethe r or not a person is admitted. Ginn
says that this was one of the biggest
traumas that she ever faced.
"I heard about the MCAT when I
came to register for college. So I
had almost three years to get
psyched out about it. The night
before the test, I would probobly
sleep for an hour and a half o r two
hours, and then I would wake up and
check the clock. I wanted to make
sure that I got up on time because
this is one of those thing where if
you're late, you don't get to take
your test, you don't get your money
back, and you don't get to apply to
med school a t the same time everyone else does. This is a big disadvantage because you a r e going to be
punched back in a pile. You need to
get your name up there early.
"It took from 8:00 in the morning
until about 5:30 in the afternoon to
take the test, and it was intense.
You had to look around a t the other
people there and wonder how much
smarter they were than you and
whether or not you can compete wih
them to get in. So that makes this

kind of bittersweet."
In addition to attaining successful
scores on the MCAT, Ginn has prepared herself for medical school by
work in doctor's offices and associating with doctors a s much a s
possible. Ginn says getting first
hand experience has been invaluable for her.
Medical school is going to be no
piece of cake. Ginn says that from
everything she has heard, it will be
more years of intense study.
"From what I've read and from
what I've heard, you have classes
all day, and some of the med students say they study around eight
hours a day. The first two years will
be book work, and a lot of it. They
cram just about everything to do
with the human body into those two
years. It's a bit of an overload
session. Then the last two years a r e
clinicals. You get to word a t the
hospital, but you a r e a t the bottom
rung of the ladder. That's going to
be very gruelling, too. Its all going
to be hard, but it will be worth it. I'll
be glad to do it."
Ginn is still awaiting word from
the University of ~ l a b a m a t Birmingham, where she also applied for
admission. UAB is currently behind
on processing its aplications. Ginn
says that if she is accepted to UAB,
she would like to go there.

Coors Extra Gold Ilow available,

(GOLDEN, Colo.) -- Coors Extra
Gold, one of the newest products of
Adolph Coors Company, became
available nationwide on February
15.
The introduction of Coors Extra
Gold, a robust draft beer with a fullbodied taste, is seen a s an all-out
attack by the Golden-based brewer
to more aggressively compete in
what has been termed the "beer
wars. "
According to Bob Fox, group
brand director, Coors Extra Gold
has been researched more thoroughly than any other Coors products
with extremely positive results. In
addition, the brand has been well
received in the 14 states where it is
currently available.
"While we find many consumers
who a r e satisfied with the distinctive smoothness and drinkability of Coors, we have seen a move on
the part of some consumers to try
new brands within the premium
segment - a segment which represent more than 40 percent of the
industry volume. We a r e responding
to this change in consumer demand," Fox said.
"We also find consumers who now
say they want a more robust taste.
Coors Extra Gold will capture the
distinctive attributes these consumers say they want without sacrificing drinkability," he said.
The theme "Grab hold of a Gold"

was developed by Tatham, W r d
and Kudner, Chicago, for use in
print, radio, television, and outdoor
advertising. The theme and tagline,
"Golder and Bolder Draft," highlight the rich, golden color of Coors
Extra Gold, which is indicative of
its full-bodied, robust taste.
Adolph Coors Company pioneered
packaged draft beer in 1959 with the
introduction of the sterile fill process, eliminating the need for
pasteurization, which deprives beer
of its taste.
"We a r e convinced that Coors
Extra Gold will prove to be a s
strong an addition to the Coors
product line a s Coors Light has
been," said Fox. "Adding Extra
Gold will provide a full range of
Coors products for all consumer
tastes and ensure future growth for
the Coors franchise."
Coors Extra Gold will be marketed in 12-ounce and 16-ounce nonreturnable and long neck bottles, 12ounce and 16-ounce cans, quarts and
one-half barrels. The product was
intially introduced in April 1985 and
expanded into additional markets in
1986 and 1987. With this current
expansion, Coors Extra Gold willbe
available in all of Coors' marketing
territory, including 47 states and the
District of Columbia. The brewer
will expand into Pennsylvania and
Delaware this year, with plans to
enter Indiana by 1990.
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Ward writes 'Directory of Historic American Theatres'
tween 1915 and 1920 "and then things
went crazy. The war was over,"
says Ward. Shortly after the end of
World War I, such large, grand
theatres as the "Fox" in Atlanta,
and the "Alabama" in Birmingham
became movie palaces for film
productions. Such theatres sometimes had stages for floor shows
which were presented to accompany
the film. Theatres which accomodated both stage perfomances
and film were called "Combination
houses. "
The movie palaces were usually
equipped with large organs which
provided musical accompaniment
for silent films with some even
having orchestral accompaniment.
"Talkies," or film with sound, did
not come along until 1927 with A1
Joelson's "The Jazz Singer" and it
was quite a while before all films
were "talkies."
The movie palaces can not exist
today in the same manner'for, in an
unusual twist, they have been forced
to return to live performances with
"star" actors
actresses brought in to draw a larger audience.
The "Alabama" in Birmingham
is one example of a movie palace
forced to turn into a playhouse to
survive. Only on weekends are there
silent films series, a t which times
they bring out the organ for accompaniment.
Ward's primary interest and the
concern of his book is what he refers
to as "legit" theaters for performing arts. He says that in Alabama there are about 12 of these
theatres that date before 1915 which
are still standing.
Unfortunately, many of the
theatres which Ward and Frick investigated are in hopeless states of
disrepair and can never be restored.
Normal processes of time greatly
affect the building materials common to that time period, causing
many of the theatres to collapse.
Some have been damaged or destroyed by fire or simply torn down
to make room for new structures.

By ELISE TILLMAN
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The Directory of Historic American Theatres, by Dr. Carlton Ward
of the JSU Drama Department in
conjunction with John Frick of the
University of Virginia, is a reference book of existing historic theaters built in 1915 or before.
Dr. Ward is a member of the
League of Historic American Theaters which is a group of theaters and
individuals who are interested in
preserving America's historic theatrical structures and returning
them as operational performing
arts facilities. The League was approached by Greenwood Press to
write a unique book documenting as
fully as possible where such
theatres are, what famous actors
performed there, dimensions of the
facilities, architectural style and
any other unusual qualities. They
are interested in identifying these
structures and attempt not to make
harsh judgements of the conditions
of the theatres.
"It's exciting to see what was
where and under what conditions.
We've found the very unusual, the
quaint, the elaborate, the terrible
theatres."
In the "old days" (1915 and
before), actors and actresses performed in travelling troupes which
would spend 6-10 weeks each year
performi~gin New York. The rest
of the year was spent travelling
from town to town performing In
both large and small playhouses, so
famous actors and actresses sometimes performed in relatively unheard of theatres.
The book covers only those structures predating 1915 primarily because no movie houses Were built
before that time with the possible
exceptions of some nickelodeons
$ich may have been converted to
theatres later on. Another reason
for that particular cut-off date is the
slowdown in building of such structures that occurred with the United
States' entry into World War I.
Very few theatres were built be-

Still others have been remodeled or
altered so that they a r e merely a
shell with only the four walls of the
original building remaining. To attempt to refurnish these playhouses
would not only be costly, but dishonest according to Ward.
One such building is the Jacksonville Opera House which is located over the yogurt shop on the
Jacksonville town square. Ward
sayus that the opera house was
never very elegant and never even
had permanent seating. There was a
platform stage and seating was provided by benches.
The difficulties in restoring the
playhouses are practically infinite
and vary with each structure. Dr.
Ward relates the story of a playhouse in Pennsylvania. A group of
well-meaning citizens restored a
theater to its original state, but

building structure due to decay. One
week before the eala grand+wnine
of the beautifzly resored playhouse, it collapsed inward. Fortunately no one was hurt, a considerable sum of money was lost.
The League of Historic American
Theaters has been responsible for
restoring some beautiful structures
such as the "Ford Theater" in
Washinton, D.C. People had forgotten its historic significance,
Ward says, adding that a plague on
an outside wall recognized the building a s the site of Abraham Lincoln's
assassination, but that the structure
itself went unpreserved,until relatively recently. "Ford Theater" has
now been restored and is hn operative facility for performing arts.
Dr. Ward has been a ~ ~ r b a c h bv
ed
Greenwood Press to'ho anoth&
book on theaters between 1915 and

.

-

sites by the National 'I'rUst for Historic Preservation.

Tabor Opera House, Leadville

Clyde

(Continued From Page 4)

will have the kind of career-related
experience that future employers
are looking for.
There are other possibilities for
"hands on" experience. Check into
c w p (cooperative education) o p
portunities, which allow you to combine working in a job in your field
and going to school. Also, check into
practicums and internships that will
give you academic credit for practical experience in your field. Professors and advisors in your major
department can help you arrange
these.

.

Another way to get experience
when there are no appropriate jobs
available is to volunteer. Volunteering is and excellent means of
networking. You never know when
an internship, part-time job or volunteer experience might lead to
full-time employment.
You may experience some rejection in your summer job search. Be
persistent and optimistic in trying
to find opportunities that will benefit you. Finally, talk to the counselors in CDCS. Make Summer 1988 a
great one!
1

ARE Y&

STI'LL WONDERING?

GIVE US A CALL AT 231-5601
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Spring Break
JacksonvilleState University

Vol 1 No. 1

By CYNDI OWENS
Chanticleer Senior Edltor
Those two little words, "spring"
and "break," are enough to make
any sane college student just a little
b t irrational. And when you put
them together and capitahe the
&st letter of each, well, you just do
not know what a powerful weapon
you wield.
The following pages are just an
iIKentive to S U ~ V ~the
V ~next. few
weeks of classes, midterms, and
tea$ets until that magic time
p d classes ?re out.
specml Insert IS deygned to glve
JSU students a few b t s about how
to get the maximum enjoyment out
of Spring Break week, e s ~ e c l a lfor
l~
anyone who is headed down to
Florida. A special thanks goes out
the Chambers of Commerce ul
Panama City Beach and Ft. Walton
Beach for Sending out information
on these two beautiful areas.
Since students here will be
heading in many different
dons, it is impossible to look at all of
the many destinations. However,
many students choose to start their
summer early by hitting the beaches
and trying to be the f i s t one on the

fo

black with that "Coppertone tan."
Spring Break Week is what gets
m y , if not most, studen& through
the school year. Some people
mistakenly
students Uve for
summer, and that may be h e for
high school students. ~ u when
t you
hit college, life revolves around
~ p h Break.
g
At more status-conscious
universities, where you go for break
is almost as important as what you
&ive and what you wear. ~ u here
t
at JSU, it is not so mu& where you
go as how well you can relate your
adventures. Since we are a suitcase
college, it is pretty much givtn that
evenyone will go somewhere. The
challenge here is to tell about all the
fun you had in such a way that it
seems that no one else had a good
time no matter what they did. Some
of these storiesdefinitely reach Paul
Bunyon proportions.
But no matter what you do or
where you go, all that really matters
is getting away from school.
~f you look around in your classes
right now it is a sure bet you will find
about half of your classmates suffering from acute school b-ut.
This a persistent, pesky disorder,

Jacksonville, AL

March 14-18,1988

and the SYmpt0m~range from mild
restlessness to severe grouchiness,
inattentiveness, a n 4 in the most
severe cases, rapid puIse rates and
teeth gnashing.
Students are not the only ones who
look forward to "escaping" from
academia; even professors get a
little "antsy" about this time every
Year. As hard as it is to believe,
rumor has it that proff?SS~rs
actually
have a life outside of classes and
tests, and some gossipmongers say
they have actually overheard
professors muttering, "Thank God
for Spring Break," as the last
students left their classes on the last
miday before break.
So, for all of us who work hard
throughout the semester (and even
fo,thoseof us who do not), it wiU not
be long beforewe have a few hys to
catch our breath, get a new outlook
on life, or get a tan.
Let's face it: whoever thought up
Spring Break week deserves a Nobel
Peace Prize. Were it not for these
few days off, everybody at this
university would be awfully hard to
get along with.

Destin called 'World's Luckiest Fishing Village'
Along the socalled "Emerald
Coast" of Florida, there is a village
of approximately 4,000 people. This
village calls itself "The Luckiest
Fishing Village in the World."
Founded over 100 years ago by
Captain Leonard Destin, who
pioneered the snapper fishing inctustry, this village retains the New
England atmosphere of his birthpaace. Although it is celebrating
mare than a century of existence, it

was incorporated as a municipality
in 1984-four short years ago.
As its name suggests, the primary
livelihood in this area comes from
fishing the bays, bayous, lakes, and
the Gulf of Mexico. Destin boasts a
fleet of over 100 charter boats, and
excursions can be booked for halfday, full day and overnight sportfishing excursions.
Destin was an isolated fishing
community for years, with the
inhabitants rowing or sailing their
catches to Pensacola for sale in the
markets and to restaurants. As the
years passed, commercial fishing
gave way to sport fishing.
The village is situated on a
peninsula separating the Gulf of
Mexico and the ChoctawhatceeBay.
Because it is located on or near so
many different bodies of water,
whatever can be done on or in the
water happens,here. There is scuba
diving, wind surfing, Hobie Cat
rentals, sailing charters, aqua
cycles, sunset cruises, and more.
Everything from ski boats to sailing
cruisers can be rented, and the Bay,

one of the largest in Florida, is ideal
for snorkeling, canoeing, and
tubing. The waters are uncrowded,
but they are regularly patrolled for
safety.
After all of this, if you still have
not had enough of the water, there is
a water flume, the Big Kahuna, in
Destin. The Big Kahuna touts itself
as the "Big Daddy of artificial
waterworlds."
For a h l y unique experience, try
sailing aboard the schooner Flying
Eagle. She is returning to Destin
after a very successful charter
season in St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin
Islands. She is an authentic gaffrigged topsail schooner, built of
steel and custom designed down
below. She is well equipped and
cruises several times daily from slip
no. 46 at the Destin Yacht Club.
After a long day on the beach, the
perfect way to end the day is to
spend a night on the town. Start out
with dinner at Beachside Cafe and
Bar, Mario's Italian Restaurant,
The Donut Hole, or Harry T's
Boathouse. Then either catch a

movie at Destin's new six-screen
theater, or enjoy the main attraction
of the city, Nighttown.
Nighttown is a huge dance club,
and it features two rooms with two
distinctive music sounds. The Main
Room features contemporary dance
music, with a lighted dance floor, a
professional light show, and floorside and balcony seating. The Other

Bar is more along the lines of a
homey, local bar, with more middleof-the-road music, mood lighting,
and everything you would want in
gaudy bar adornments, such as
three aquariums of baby alligators
and horns off a Texas Longhorn.
If being on, in, or near the water is
your goal for Spring Break, Destin
may just be the place for you. 4.0.
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Ft . Walton Beach welcomes college students
Anyone who has ever been to Ft. professionals and their families to
Walton Beach knows just how the area.
The Emerald Coast has much to
bRutiful this area of Florida really
offer in the way of attractions. There
is.
Originally inhabited by Indians is the Indian Temple Mound
skilled in hunting, fishing, and Museum, with cultures and artifacts
agricultural pursuits, it was first dating back to 600 B.C. If Indians are
chartered in the early 1500s by not your cup of tea, try the
Spaniards in search of gold. It was Gulfariurn. A museum of the sea, it
later visited by pirates in search of features marine life exhibits, a
safe harbor, but it was not until after dolphin show, sea lion show, and a
the Civil War that permanent white living sea show, with an underwater
settlements began to develop in demonstration of scuba gear and an
informative narration of the sea life
what is now Ft. Walton Beach.
During the 1980s, tourism in a glass-walled tank. There is also
developers who wanted to draw in a Fishing Pier, amusement parks,
more tourist business held a contest championship golf courses,
to name this area of the Florida miniature golf courses, and tennis
Panhandle. They were looking for courts nearby.
some name to illustrate the beauty
Water sports are always
of this region. A young student,
inspired by the color of the ocean, available, and for the active tourist,
entered the name "Emerald Coast." there is Water World of Okaloosa
This seemed to be the perfect Island. It features seven waterdescription of the beautiful waters of slides, an activity pool, go carts, jet
the Gulf of Mexico, and the title was skis, parasailing, jet boats,
adopted by developers and residents sailboats, windsurfing, scuba
diving, an arcade, a restaurant, an
alike.
Ft, Walton Beach is a ice cream shop, daiquiri deck, snack
metropolitan area of 55,000 citizens. bar, gift shop, T & r t shop, and beer
Like Destin, it had depended largely hut.
on the sea and lakes for its For those not inclined to enjoy the
livelihood. But in recent years, water, there are stores of all shapes,
tourism and the military have sizes, and varieties nearby. For the
created a significant growth spurt, serious consumer, the Santa Rosa
and it is still adjusting itself to the Mall in nearby Mary Esther is a
ebb and flow of people. Developing shopper's paradise. The area's only
and testing state-of-the-art elec- mall, it features 125 stores, intronics for defense contractorsis big cluding, Gayfers, McRae's, J.C.
business, with Hurlburt Field and Penney, and Sears.
Eglln Air Force Base bringing When in Ft. Waiton Beach, it is m

absolute necessity to sample some
of the local offerings in seafood and
steaks. The best lunch in town can
be found at Finnegan's Dockside
Cafe. Featuring an dining area
overlooking the Intracoastal
Waterway, you can watch boats
dock as you enjoy chargrilled
seafood. Finnegan's specializes in
Amberjack, a tasty treat whether
grilled or in their special Amberjack
salad. Topped off with homemade
coleslaw, fries, hush puppies, and a
dessert of fresh cheesecake, Key
Lime pie or fried ice cream, the
meal is an absolute wonder, and is
not expensive.
For a glamorous night out, world
famous Liollio's on the Sound is the
place to be. Located on the Intracoastal Waterway also, Liollio's
serves fresh seafood and aged
steaks, 'with a mesquite grill that
can be seen from most tables. The
restaurant is recornrneded by
Southern Living Magazine and was
chosen one of Florida's Top 100
Restaurants. Reservations are not
required, but they are recommended for a good table.
Ft. Walton Beach proudly offers a
terrific nightlife. No matter what
your preference, you can find it
here. And if you are in the mood to
party the night away, check out
Brannigan's, Bubbles, Fudpuckers,
or the Hog's Breath Saloon. Of
course, the only place ta be here is
Cash's Faux Pas. The hottest night
spot in town, Cash's featwes live
estertgnment nightly, and is

celebrating its twenty-third anniversary.
I€ "bopping 'ti1 you drop" is not
your idea of a good time, then check
out Suds N Cinema downtown. You
can sit at a table and enjoy a drink
while watching the night's
cinematic offering.
For the statusconscious Spring
Breaker, the only places to spend
the week are either the Ramada
Beach Resort or the Blue Horizon
Beach Resort. The Ramada features
@t shops, two restaurants, two
lounges, live entertainment, grotto
bar under the rock, tropical gardens, health spa, and recreation and
exercise facilities. The Blue
Horizon, which openly and actively
campaigns for Spring Break
business, is a college student's
dream. With 158 units, there are
plenty of accomodations available.
And with all of the features of the
resort, you won't have to leave to
have a good time. There are
restaurants, indoor and outdoor
pools, a whirlpool, a sauna, a game
room, lounges, a convenience store,
a wet bar, and an exercise room on
the premises, and the beach and
Gulf of Mexico are only a few steps
away. Suites all have a private
balcony, and a special area is set
aside just for sunbathers.
For anyone who wants a change of
pace for Spring Break, Ft. Walton
Beach is not the same old thing. Call
early for reservatioh, and experience the difference, 4. 0.
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Comedian Jerry Clower performs in SGA-sponsored concert
-

If anyone should release a rap
record, it's Jerry Clower. After all,
in a way, that's what he's always
released. What's unusual is that
"Top Gum," a cut off his new album
of the same name, is going to be his
first released single in six years.
That has never semed to have an
effect on the sales of his albums,
however, since after 18 years on
MCA and 18 albums later, Clower is
among the most celebrated
recording comedians.
Amazingly, it was all quite by
accident. Show business was never
even remotely part of his plan while
he grew up in Amite County,
Mississippi. His first ambition was
inspired by Mr. Monroe McElvin, a
4-H Club agent.
"I didn't have a daddy, so I
wanted to grow up and be like this
man. This was my life's ambition,
and when I got out of the Navy, I
found out I couldn't be a 4-H agent
unless I got a degree in agriculture.
I went to Mississippi State
University and got a degree and the
first job I ever had was as an
agriculture extension agent, so I
actually fulfilled my life's ambition.
After I served as a 4-H agent for a
while, I went commercial with a
plant food company, started telling
stories and backed into show
business."
It was actually while he was in the
Navy that Jerry realized he had a
gift as a humorist, as he describes

himelf.
"A comic tells funny stories and a
humorist tells stories funny," he
explains. "I was standing in a chow
line in the Navy, saying, "If I was
home today, me and Marcel Ledbetter would be doing so and so.'
After a while, the guy next to me
came back with four or five people,
saying, "Tell these boys what you
told me this morning. That was
funny.' That was the first time
anybody said, "Jerry, tell us
something,' although my mama said
I've been talking all by life."
In 1970, he was talking to a farm
group in Lubbock, Texas, when a
disc jockey and farm director in the
audience said, "Gosh, the stories
you told the farmers are fumy. You
ought to make a record,' I said,
"You're crazy. Whoever heard of
such a silly thing?' But he taped the
next talk I made to the farmers and
MCA got it and overnight I was on
the David Frost Show."
"It was hard to know what was
happening to me," Jerry confesses.
"But I had a boss who called me into
his office and said, "Jerry, what's
happening to you could be
tremendous, or what's happening to
you could blow over. We're willing to
share you for a while until you see
which way you're going.' I made
another record and the world
famous Grand Ole Opry inducted me
in 1973, so I said, "Hey, I'm going to
be in show business,' and here I

am."
Along with an album a year and
co-hosting the very popular syndicated radio show, Country
!2 live
Crossroads, Jerry averages E
shows each year.
"I never know what I'm gonna do
when I get on stage. I just hit it wide
open and really get in there with
them. As long as I travel and see
people, I'll have a new story. The
funniest things in the world actually
happened, they're not things that
some creative mind mav think can
happen."
"Top Gum" is a departure in that
it is the only piece of material Jerry
has recorded that he did not write, in
addition to i t . novelty.
"My fans are going to be surprised
by the new album. We may even get
some new fans from people who like
raps. I have enough regular Jerry
Clower story-telling on this album
that my present fans will be pleased,
though. If the whole record were a
rap, we might have some complaints, but there's the rap and
vintage Jerry Clower, so I think it's
going to be super,'' he ponders,
adding that his audience is the
"heartbeat of America. I see my
audience a s anybody who occasionally wants to take off from the
everyday routine and sit and giggle
for a while."
Of all his accomplishments as a
recording artist and the author of
three books, Clower is proudest of
the fact that he provides fun,

The Bucks rock
Brother's with new
lineup of members
BY C. A. ABERNATHY
Laanticleer Music Writer
THE BUCKS are already known
locally for their danceable rock, and
for creating a party. Their first show
at Brother's was a lively evening of
oldies, such as "For Your Love," by
the Yardbirds; Van Morrison's
"Brown-Eyed Girl;'' and all-time
favorites by the Rolling Stones.
There were also newer ones-including "Faith" by George
Micheal; The Cult's "Love Removal
Machine; " Bruce Springsteen's
"Tunnel Of Love" and a rousing
rendition of "Hazy Shade of Winter"
(a song from the soundtrack of
"Less Than Zero"). These were
given new meaning by the rocking
guitar; but without losing the honest
harmony of this rocking quartet.
THE BUCKS-Bill Gore (bass,
guitar and vocals); Eddie Pontiac
(guitar, vocals, some b a s and
keyboards); Robb Ezell (lead
guitar, vocals); and Todd Daniel
(drums, and assorted non-vocals)havebeenplayingtogetherforabout
four years. You may better
recognize them a s (former)
members of Tomboy; Kim
Hallmark was last here with them in
December. (She is pursuing a law

I

uplifting Grated material.
"I am most proud that I am still
an entertainer who the whole family
can come and see or who you can

bring your preacher or your motherin-law to see," says J e n y , who just
celebrated his fortieth anniversary
(See CWWER, Page 20)

Jerry Cl0wer

degree in Birmingham.)
Have there been any changes in
the material played? There are
subtle changes; with the aid of
modern technology the keyboards
can be occasionally activated by
Ezell's guitar, or manually set in
motion by Bill Gore. Included in
their non-stop songlist are: "Mony,
Mony" by Billy Idol; a Doors'
medley; Tom Petty's "Breakdown;" "Need You Tonight" by
INXS; several songs by R.E.M.;
"Behind The Wall Of Sleep" by The
Smithereens; and the Hoodoo
Gurus' "Like Wow Wipeout." And
what would the show be without the
music (made famouswritten) by U2.
The moderate-sized, somewhat
skeptical audience was quickly
persuaded to join in the dancing and
cheered the musicians on to an
encore of "Johnny B. Goode" and a
medley of ttie Rolling Stones older
tunes-including "Paint It Black,
19th Nervous Breakdown, ( I Can't
Get No) Satisfaction, You Can't
Always Get What You Want," and
more.
When THE BUCKS return, it is
sure to be an all-out, rock 'n' roll
party.

National Marketing Company looking for ambitious Jr., Sr.,
c~rGrad student to mamge promotions on campus this semester.
Earning potential up to $5,000.Flexible Part-time Hours. Call
Randi, Dee or Terri at (800)592-2121.

I

DATE: March 7,1988
TIME: 8:00 P.M.
PLACE: Pete Mathews Coliseum
$ 3.OOn
. 0 0 In Advance
TICKET INFORMATION: 55
t Door
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On February 3, the JSU chapter of
the American Society for Personnel
Administration toured Magic Chef
Microwave Oven Plaot in Anniston.
The tour was a great success and
everyone enjoyed it.
On February 19-20 members of
the club will attend a student conference in Tallahasee, Florida.
The regional convention this year
is scheduled for March 17-19 a t the
Waverly Hotel in Atlanta, and we
plan to be well represented a t this
convention.
~ sponsor George
Along w i our
Davis, the new officers are: Tim
Burt, president; Greg Fleenor, vice
president; Kevin Burt, Secretary;
and Donald Young, treasurer.

S.O.D.A.
The members of S.O.D.A., the
Student Organization for Deaf
Awareness, are happy to announce
the results of our recent election:
Mike Wood, president; Angela
Myers, coordinator; and Claudia
Smolecki, secretary-treasurer.
Our past coordinator, Cathi
Sigmon, has been very instrumental
in having a production of the play
"Children of a Lesser God" come to
JSU. The Rome Little Theatre will
be producing the show on February
27, a t 7 p.m. a t Stone Center. It will
be starring a former Miss Deaf
Georgia. Because there will be only
one production, tickets must be resewed early. Student tickets, which
are $3 can be reserved by calling the
JSU Drama Department a t 231-5468.
We have begun a song-sign group.
Anyone interested may join. No
signing or singing experience is
necessary. Any questions about the
club, the group, or any suggestions
for a title for the group may be
directed to Beth Grove a t campus
box 8886.
Our next meeting will be March 2
in Ramona Wood, room 311, a t 4:30
p.m. Everyone is invited to come.

Delta Chi

girls. Until next week remember:
You can never grow moss on a
Rolling Stone.

Alpha Phi Omega
We would like to congratulate our
new pledges for Spring 88: Angela
Simmons, Patrice Green, Freddie
Hinton, Beth Tate, Rosalie Bryant,
Greta Rogers, Dietrich Brantley,
Tawanda Player, Antoinette Shaw,
Zenoblia Pettway, Desiree Byrd,
Tracey Wynn, Antoinette Moore,
James Dunn, and Yvette Threatt.
Congratulations also to our new
spring officers: Victoria Beck, president; Troy Williams, vice president
of service; Patrice Oden, vice president of membership; Mylane Perry,
Secretary; Suzanne Smith, treasurer; and Gery Rust, fellowship
chairman.

Phi M u
Congratulations our new sisters.
Twenty girls were initiated into Phi
Mu last Friday night.
We won first place in the Spirit
Competition held during the basketball games. We were given a yogurt
party, and a $200 donation was made
to the sorority. We are planning on
celebrating with our yogurt party
sometime within the next week.
The annual Sweetheart Ball was
held last Saturday night. As always,
the event was a great success! The
girls and their dates danced the
night away as the band Klass
rocked.
We raised over $1000 for our
"carnations for kids" sale. The
money will be donated to the Children's Hospital in Birmingham.
Thanks to everyone who helped by
purchasing a flower. And a big
thank you to Tracy Seymour, who
organized this project.
We are looking forward to mixing
with the brothers of Sigma Nu tonight.

Student Acct. Assn.
Tax season has arrived and we
are conducting our annual tax service. It is held in the lobby of
Merrill Building. It will be held on
Tuesday, March 1, Wednesday,
March 2, Tuesday, March 22, and
Wednesday, March 23, from 1 to 3
p.m. It is free to students.
On February 12, Melanie Bright,
Kevin Dollar, and John Woods went
to Alexandria School to give a
Valentine's Day party. The party
was given to a class of handicapped
kids. Everyone, especially the kids,
had fun.
We are in the process of securing
several guest speakers to come and
give presentations to the club. The
guest speakers include accountants
that are CPAs, CMAs, CIAs, accountants from different areas of
accounting, and several others.
New members are still welcomed. Come by room 215 and join.

The past week has been an eventful one for us. To begin with, our
basketball team is maintaining its
winning season. After a loss to Pi
Kappa Phi, we pulled off a stunning
come-from-behind victory over
Kappa Alpha Psi. We now have a
record of four victories and one loss.
The entire team is doing an excellent job.
Socially, the past week has been
filled with various activities. On
Monday, February 15, a victorious
basketball game was held. Monday
was also the day for a study group.
Every Monday and Wednesday a
study group will be held for any
interested brother or pledge for the
remainder of the semester. On
Tuesday, February 16, a party was
held at the Pub. Specials were offered until late in the evening.
Wednesday, February 17, t c e
brothers took a well-needed day of
rest. The next day was the date of
We would like to ask for everyanother familiar little sister party. one's support today for our road
The theme was "Psychedelic Six- block. The money raised will be
ties Forever." The party music was given to the National Cancer Sociefrom the golden age of the 60s and ty.
early 70s. The various hippies on
Congratulations to the following
hand enjoyed the psychedelic blow- brothers: Jeff Hawkins, Brother of
out. Bret Hill once again won the the Month; Bill Patterson, Lil Sis
long hair award. Good work, Bret.
Brother of the Month, and Jason
The little sisters have been doing Harden, Pledge of the Week.
an excellent job under the direction
We would like to thank the memof Little Sister Coordinator Miles bers of Alpha Xi for a great time
Parsons. Lynne Patterson is busy last Thursday night a t our Pajama
setting up fundraisers and little Party mixer. Everyone had a great
sister projects for all the ladies of time and we a r e all looking forward
Chi Delphia. Keep up the good work, to future mixers with them.

Alpha Tau Omega

We would also like to wish our
basketball team good luck in its
quest for the Greek IM basketball
championship. A special congratulations is in order for Tim
"Squatch" Hathcock for being
chosen Captain Redneck of the
Week.

Delta Zeta

We would again like to extend
congratulations to our newest sisters who were initiated on Friday,
February 12: Cindy Armbrester,
Jeanne Carden, Milisa Earnhart,
Carolee Heberlein, Jennifer Higgins, Ruth Keller, Dana Kilgore,
Mary Kilgore, Labeth Long, Robin
Presley, Pam Setliff, and Anderia
Smith. We are so proud of all of you!
We would also like to welcome
our newest pledge sisters, Lori
Busby and Kim Wood. Spring pledge
class officers are: Lori Busby, president; Kerrianne Claridy, secretary; Gretchen Smith, treasurer,
and Penny L a T a s t e , p a r l i a mentarian.
On Sunday, February 14, we visited the First United Methodist
Church for worship service.
Congratulations to Gretchen
Smith, who recently accepted a little sister bid from Delta Chi.
We're all looking forward to a
great mixer with Pi Kapp tonight,
and it's sure to be a s much fun as
the last one!

Wesley Foundation
We are having the largest crowds
at our Sunday Evening Commonmeals 2nd programs.
Special thanks to Victoria Beck,
who has served a s president for over
a year. We also welcome Scott
Burnette to the presidency of the
student group.
If you see a green van on campus,
it may be the new Wesley van. If you
think of a name for the van, submit
it to Wesley. The name will be
decided a t the St. Patrick's Dav Van
Party.
Also, Wesley is moving between
First United Methodist Church and
the AT0 house. The yellow house
behind McDonald's will be the new
location.
The trip to Washington during
Spring Break to study hunger and
homelessness is coming together
well. We are also looking forward to
Hunger Week, March 21-25. Thanks
to all the members helping with
Parents Anonymous on Thursday
nights.
A Lenten Bible Study will be held
on Thursday nights, 5:30-6:15 a t
Wesley. Everyone is welcome!

Zeta Tau Alpha
A banquet was held last Sunday to
honor the new initiates. Everyone
would like to express a huge thanks
to Sandy Capps for making initiation
so special for our 19 new sisters.
We'd like to thank the brothers
and pledges of Sigma Nu for our
extremely eventful mixer, "Prohibition."
We are looking forward to our KA
mixer. So gather your croquet
equipment, put on your plaid pants
and get ready to party. Congratulations to our basketball team, who
beat BCM 34-29. Come watch us
play, you might even get a laugh out
of it!
Congratulations to LaDonna
Blevins who made the Dean's List.
Two new little sister bids were
given: Lee Ellen Sheelor, Kappa
Alpha, and Kim Richey, Kappa
Sigma.
Member of the Week is Celeste

~ 0 w a . d ; Pledge of the Week is
Angela Burgess, Zeta Lady is Ann
Marie Rollins, and Social Bunny is
Traci Forbes.

There are four new people announced as "Sparkles" this week.
They are Gina West, Leigh Anne
Haney, Holly Savas, and Celeste
Howard.

SAM
The Society for the Advancement
of Management would like to thank
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Akin for
presenting "Dress for Success."
They gave a great presentation on
how to dress for the business world.
Our next meeting is March 2 in
room 101. Make plans to attend.
Also, we are presently having a
membership drive. By joining SAM,
you are able to tour different companies and be a part of a national
organization. Also, you gain an increased understanding of the practice of professional management,
and it helps you prepare for the
transition from college to career.

See MS. kita Chandler in room 224
Merrill Building to join.

Alpha Xi Delta
Our pledge sisters recently
elected their officers. They are:
Melissa Johnson, president; Darcie
Humphries, vice president;
Michelle Martel, secretary; Kim
Payne, treasurer; Tricia Holloway,
song l e a d e r ; Melissa Moon,
chaplain, Amy Tomlinson; social
chairman; Sherry Pitts, philanthropy; Traci Teem, scholarship
chairman; and Gina Pierce, Greek
Week chairman. Darcie Humphries
was named pledge of the week.
Congratulations, pledge sisters!
We had a candlelighting ceremony for pledge s i s t e r s Tricia
Holloway for her to announce her
engagement. Best of luck, Tricia!
This week has been Big %/Little
Sis week. It's been so fun and
exciting. You'll find out tonight who
you're Big Sis is, pledge sisters!
We would like to give a special
thanks to AT0 for a great time a t
our Paiama Partv mixer.

FOR THE RECORD
Alpha Kappa Alpha's Club News was inadvertently
erased from the computer. The Chanticleer apologizes
for the inconvenience.
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Roadblock
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Kappa Sigma fraternity will be collecting

I

money for the Fraternal Order of Police

I

Lodge 36, this Saturday beginning at 10:OO a.m.
Proceeds will go to purchase bullet-proof vests

I

for local, county and state police.

Help support those who protect you!

1118 NOBLE STREET
ANNISTON. AL 36201

(205)236.0722

Come In And See Our
New SpringAccessories

I
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Sports
Gamecocks keep hopes alive

_________________-------------------------------------------------------,

By JEFFREY ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The past two weeks have not been
particularly good for the Jacksonville State Gamecocks. JSU lost
two games to Livingston and Delta
State that not only ruined their
hopes for a Gulf South Conference
title, but also put their chances for a
berth in the GSC tournament in
serious jeopardy.
Last Saturday night, JSU's hopes
of getting into post-season play
were on the lime when they hosted
Mississippi College a t P e t e
Mathews Coliseum. With a win,the
Gamecocks still had a chance at
making the tournament. A loss,
however, meant "Wait till next
year" for Jacksonville State.
Playing in a pressure-packed situation, the Gamecocks did what they
had to do and pulled off an 84-76 win
over the Choctaws. The win makes
JSU 16-10 overall, and 8-6 in the
GSC. The Gamecocks are still fighting for the fourth-place finish in the
conference that would put them in
the tournament.
The hopes for a tournament berth
were looking bleak until the second
half. Mississippi College had held
the lead and played Jax State close
up until 12 minutes left in the game.
That is when JSU went on a run
that saw them overcome a six point
deficit and take the lead. The
Gamecocks outscored MC 16-0 over
a four-minute stretch to take a lead
they would not relinquish.
Mississippi College came out in
the early going and tried to play a
slow tempo, stall-type offense in
order to keep the Gamecocks, who
like to run and play uptempo, out of
their offense. For a while, the plan
worked. The Gameocks were not
able to get the usual number of
points they score during the early

,

I

JaxStatebegins
Spring practice

-1

Robert Lee Sanders goes airborne for lay-up.
part of the game because of MC's
"stall ball." The game was tied
seven different times and the first
half, and neither team was able to
build a very big lead. The score was
tied 32-32 at halftime.
The second half saw the game
turn totally in JSU's favor. After
being tied 40-40, the Choctaws hit
two straight three-pointers to take a
six point lead. MC then went cold
from the floor, and JSU made its
move.
A basket by Doc Hicks tied the
game at 50-50 with 11:27 left in the
contest. The Gamecocks then
turned the entire contest around in
the course of a few minutes. Jax
State scored 14 straight points to go

on top. The Choctaws would not
score another basket until Aaron
Baker hit a jumper with 8:M left. A
successful fullcourt press by the
Gamecocks forced the Choctaws
into making turnovers and missing
easy shots.
Mississippi College would never
recover from the run,although they
did get close late in the game. A
three-point bucket by Baker with
1:16 left pull& the Choctaws to
within six at 82-76. Mokey Hughes
hit four crucial free-throws down
the stretch, however, and JSU took
an 84-76 victory.
Feshman guard David Terry, who
came off the bench in the first half
(See HOPES, Page 17)
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Burgess gives instructions during Spring drills.
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Baseball team opens season with win over Southern Tech

Jim Karanassus slides safely back to first.

By SCOTT SWISHER
The Jacksonville State baseball
team got the first of their forty-nine
scheduled games out of the way last
Saturday when they hosted Southern
TecB a t University Field.The
Gamecocks opened their season by
b e a t i i the Hornets 129.
"We wanted to win on opening day
and gain some confidence," said
Jacksonville State baseball coach
Rudy Abbott of the team's victory.
Starting pitcher Jim Smith went a
long way in giving the Gamecocks
the confidence they were looking for
by striking out twelve batters in five
inings of work and allowing only 2
runs.
Jax State got onto the scoreboard
first &the third inning after Tarous
Rice drew a walk and stole second
b a w Jim Karanassos -then got a
base,hit,to drive Rice home. Hornet
pitoifer Chris Lockhart balked and
let Karanassos cross the plate to
give JSU a 20 lead.
In the top of the very next inning,
Southern Tech tied the game when
Chris Jones smashed a twerun
home run off of Jacksonville's Jim
Smith. The Gamecocks got the lead
back for good when Stewart Lee hit
the first homerun of the season for
Jax State. Rick Gianuzzi later
scored off of a sacrifice fly, making
the score 42.

"We had some excellent base
running," said coach Abbott. "Four
or five runs came from good base
running."
That base running, along with a lot
of errors on the behalf of the Hornets, allowed Jacksonville to put
together a six-run seventh inning.
Mac Shibert lead the inning off by
taking a free pass to first. Sheibert
scored when Larry Doyle and
Harold Ragsdale had back-to-back
doubles. Doyle later scored when
Southern Tech's pitcher threw a
wild pitch, and Ragsdale came
home when Lee popped a long twobase hit.
Tech head coach Charles Lumsden saw that his pitcher was in
trouble, so he called on senior Kevin
Minter, a fomer teammate of
Jacksonville State's Todd Jones at
Osborne High School in Marietta,
Georgia, to come in the game in
relief. M i t e r Stuck out the f i s t
batter he faced, but his luck did not
last. Tim Dorton sent one of Minter's
fast balls over the fence for a home
run that closed out the scoring for
JSU.
The Hornets were able to pick up
two runs in the top eighth, but when
they came up for their last at-bat,
they were on the short end of a 124
(See TECH, Page 20)
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'Old-timers' strut
their stuff

Last Saturday night, an "old-timers" game was played before the
Gamecocks took on Mississippi College. The former Jacksonville State
players who participated, however, really were not exactly old-timers
in the true sense of the word. The participants were those who have
played here a t Jax State during Coach Bill Jones' tenure from 1974 to
the present t i e . The game was a gathering of those who have helped
Coach Jones set his mark a s the all-time winningest coach in Jax State

basketball history.
In all, around fifteen of Jones' former players were on hand to participated in the game, which consisted of a red squad and a white squad.
Some of the participants were those who have been here at JSU very
recently, like Kevin Riggan, who graduated last year. There were also
some, like Darryl Dunn, who played on Coach Jones' very first
Gamecock sauad back during the 1974 season.
Three members of the ~IacksonvilleState 1985 NCAA Division I1
national championship squad were on hand. These included: Melvin
Allen, who still holds three JSU individual records and was a two-time
AllCSC player and a member of the 1985 NCAA Final Four AllTournament team; Robert Spurgeon, who was the MVP of the 1985 GSC
tournament, the 1985NCAA Region Tournament, and was a memeber of
the 1985 NCAA Final Four All-Tournament team; and Keith McKeller, a
four-time AllGSC basketball performer who is second on the JSU
Career Rebounding list and also played football for one season here a t
Jax State.
Other former players who participated included Robert Clements,
Bobby Smith, Larry Blair, Herman Brown, Don Phillips, Alford
Phillips, Darrell Dunn, Bobby Smith, and A1 Lankford.
I got a chance after the game to talk with Melvin Allen, who will
always be remembered for a last-second shot against Southeast
Missouri State that put the Gamecocks into the NCAA Final Four
tournament.
Allen is currently teaching a t Madison County High School here in
Alabama. He coaches the varsity girl's team and is an assisstant for the
varsity men's team. Allen says he is very happy with what he is
cyrently doing. He also said that coming back to play in the oldtimers
game was a chance to relive some good memories.
"It was great to reminisce tonight. I got a chance to see some really
important fiends. Throughout your career, you tend to get very close to
a lot of your supporters," said Allen.
"It feels very food to be back tonight. It brings back a lot of memories
of the long road to the final four.
Allen commented that the current Gamecock squad looks as if they
will be going places in the near future.
"They're still a little young, but they are improving a great deal. I
haven't gotten to see them play much."
The former players who participated in the old-timers game have all
done their part to contribute to Jacksonville State's reputation a s a
Division I1 national power. Their presence a t the game was proof that
the Gamecock spirit is alive and well. Senior Doc Hicks said that having
them a t the game gave the Gamecocks an extra incentive to pull off a
win.

"Having them here did a lot," said Hicks. "It really pepped us up."

A profile in perseverence
Perhaps the saddest story to come out of the 1988 Winter Olympics is
that of speed-skater Dan Jansen. I a m sure most people have by now
heard about Jansen, whose sister died just a few hours before he was to
compete last week. Jansen had dedicated his efforts in the Olympics to
his sister, who had been terminally for some time. To make matters
worse, Jansen fell in both of the events he was to participate in.
Dan Jansen won't be remimbered as an Olympic champion because
of winning medals. Jansen will be remembered a s a man who faced the
tragic death of someone he was close to and was still able to compete.
The fact that Jansen fill is even more sad because of the fact that he had
worked so hard to get to the games, and he wanted to skate in his sisters
memory. Jansen's story is one of dedication and perserverence, and he
is an outstanding example of what the Olympic games a r e all aboutdedication to what you do, and love for your country and fellowman.

Way to go Shelley
For the third week in a row, Shelley Carter has been named the Gulf
South Conference "Player of the Week." Carter got the award again
last week for scoring thirty-nine in two of the three games she played in.
Carter is firmly establishing herself as an All-American candidate this
year, and she should also rake in AllGSC for her outstanding performance on the court this season. Congratulations to Shelley, and to all
of the Lady Gamecocks, for an a fine season. They have won 20 games
now, double the amount they wanted to win, and they have established
women's basketball a t Jacksonville State.

Jax State hosts.annual baseball clinic

By EARL WISE
Chanticleer Sports Writer
On ~ a t u r d a y , February 13th,
Coach Rudy Abbott and the Jacksonville State baseball team held its
annual baseball clinic.
The clinic basically consisted of
individualized baseball instructions
to young baseball players who a r e in
grades one through 12. Altogether,
there were between 500 and 600
players who participated in the
clinic. High school baseball teams
from Alabama and a few from
Georgia also participated in the
clinic.
The main attraction a t the clinik,
however, was the quality of the
instructors. Instructors a t the clinic
included Atlanta Braves outfielder
Albert Hall, former Atlanta Braves
infielder Rod Gilbreath, New York
Mets pitcher John Latham, Los An-

geles Dodgers scout Joe Campbell,
and all of the Jacksonville State
baseball players. Instructors a t the
clinic represented almost every professional baseball organization.
The clinic began promptly a t 9:00
at Pete Mathews Coliseum. Players
listened to lectures on proper
stretching, throwing, and hitting
fundamentals. The players then proceeded to the practice fields behind
the Coliseum and were divided into
age groups and positions. From
there, each player received the
proper individualized instruction
from professionals familiar with
particular positions.
Another feature of the clinic was
the baseball memorabilia show.
Basebali card dealers from Jack-

sonville, Amiston, and Birmingham
bought, sold, and traded baseball
cards in the lobby of Pete Mathews
Coliseum.

The clinic was highlighted the day
before when Coach Rudy Abbott and
the Jax State baseball team honored
three individvals for their contributions to high school baseball. A
banquet was held in their honor a t
the Carriage House Inn in Anniston.
The three honorees were Phil
Engiich of Hewitt-Trussville High
School in Birmingham for 25 years
of service, Joe Campbell, Los Angeles Dodgers, for 28 years of service, and Julion Mack of North
Clayton High School in Georgia for
32 years of service. Mack is now a
scout for the Cincinnati Reds.

catch a ride with 100 \Nodd Performers'
international borders with UPwith people
and never leave yourseat.
The two-hour \NorId Tour is
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Monday, March 14,1988
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Baseball team looking
toward successful vear

Jacksonville State Urriversity
1988 Baseball Rostor

Photo by Chris Miller

No.

Nhmo

20

Merritt Bowder~
Ed Quasky
Harold Ragsdale
Tom Dorton
Marty Lovrich
Jim Karanassos
Taurus Rice
Jim Hazlett
Randy Cobb
Rick Gianuzzi
Chuck Wagner
t3illy Klein
David Strain
Brian Robertson
J~rnDennison
Todd Jones

Coach Abbott begins 19th season as head coach. 21
Jacksonville State University Todd Jones (21, 49 K's), senior
head baseball coach Rudy Abbott righthander Mark Eskins (4-3),
began his 19th season as Gamecock senior righthander Dwayne Gregg
and junior righthander Leon
head coach when his Gamecocks (U)),
hosted NAIA power Southern Tech Moody (2-1).
Newcomers who fit into the
last Saturday.
Abbott, who enters the 1988 Gamecock pitching plans are junior
campaign with a 536-221 record, is college transfers Billy Klein and
the second winningest active coach Chris Schumann of Gadsden State,
red-shirt freshmen David Strain and
in the NCAA Division I1 ranks.
The Gamecocks, who went 27-14 Brian Robertson, bothrighthanders,
and tied Troy State for the Southern and transfers Jim Dennison and Jim
Division championship, return 6 Smith.
New signees in the field include
starters.and 1 3 - l e t t e m eff that
squad, including two-time NCAA junior college transfers Rick
Division I1 All-America third Giannuzzi, a catcher from Onadaga
baseman Stewart Lee. The 6-1, 200- Community College in Syracuse,
pound enior led the Gulf South N.Y., second baseman Ed Quasky,
Conference in hitting (.473), home and shortstops Tom Dorton and Jim
rune (22), RBI(47), base hits (63), Hazlett. Freshmen signees a r e
walks (35), and runs scored (54) last outfielder Merritt Bowden of
season. He enters the 1988 season Jemison and Craig Holman of Atneeding only five home runs to talla. Red-shirts Tarous Rice, a
junior outfielder, Heath Garmon, a
break the GSC career record of 57.
Other starters returning include freshman infielder, and Sammy
senior second baseman Harold Reynolds, a sophomore third
Ragsdale (.345, 11 HR's, 36 RBI), baseman, also figure into Abbott's
outfielders Jim Karanassos (.374, 10 plans.
"One thing we're going to have
HR's, 35 RBI), a senior who was an
AllGSC selection last season, and more of this year is depth," said
junior Craig Caldwell (.441, 7 HR's, Abbott. "For he first time in quite a
23 RBI), first baseman
outfielder while, we've got quality and numLarry Doyle (.295, 7 HR's, 34 RBI), bers. It will give us he opportunity to
and catcher Marty Lovrich (.270, 2 juggle ourlineup when he opportunity arises.
HR's, 16 RBI).
"We've also got better overall
Lettermen returning include
outfielder Roger White, catcher team speed than we've had in the.
Chuck Wagner, and first baseman past. We've got a lot of guys who can
run and steal a base." One thing
Randy Cobb.
Abbott will also have the services Abbott is concerned about is the Jax
of several veteran pitchers. They State schedule. The Gamecocks
include sophomore righthander have only 19 home games, compared

Hopes
and played well when he had to, said
that the turn around in the second
half was the result of a desire to win
on the part of the Gamecocks.
"Doc lit a fire under us and did a
good job of leadership. Our press
started making them turn the ball
over, and we got some easy baskets.
They were stalling on us in the first
half, and we weren't used to that,"
said Terry.
Hicks, who was playing in the
final home game of his career, knew
that the team had to win this game
in order to make the post-season
tournament. Hicks said he tried to
help get the team fired up as they
- .

(Continued From Page U)
came from behind to take the lead.
"I started clapping and trying to
pump the guys up. I try to do what I
can to be a leader," said Hicks.
Hicks said that although the team
felt confident going into the contest,
the Choctaws game gave them some
trouble.
"I felt good going into the game.
We've had some good practice the
last few days. It surprised me when
they came out playing a slow game.
Our press really turned it around for
us, and we just played hard the rest
of the way."
Coach Bill Jones, who was happy
with his team's comeback, said that

.

- +

Leon Moody
Mac Srtibert
Mark Eski~is
Roger White
Larry Doyle
Craig Caldwell
Chris Schumanri
Dwayne Gregg
Stewart Lee
Heath Garmon
Craig Holman
Sammy Reynold',
30
4
5

Xt.

C1. P o s .

Wt.

6-2
6-0

185
170

Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.

6-2
6-4
6-5
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-0
6-0
6-1
5-11

190
205
218
180
200
200
220
235
195
175
185
194

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
SO.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
SO.

B-T

Hometown

CF

R-R
26
R-R
28
S-R
SS
R-R
C
R-R
OF
L-L
OF
R-R
SSIP R-R
1B
R-R
C
R-R
C
R-R
P
R-R
P
R-R
P
R-R
P
L-L
P
R-R
P
R-R

Thorsby, AL
Severn, MD
Douglas, GA
Hamrnond, IN
Jacksonville, AL
West Belmar, NJ
Decatur, AL
Wyoming, Mi
Anniston, AL
Syracuse, NY
Richmond, VA
Attalla, AL
Rockledge, FL
Alexandria, AL
Robinson, OH
Marietta, GA
Erie, PA

P
H-R
P/1B L-L
P
R-R
OF
R-R
OF11B L-R
OF
R-R
P
R-R
P
R-R
3B
R-R
38
R-R
P
R-R
38
R-R

LaGrange, GA
Penscaola, FL
Griffin, G A
Bessemer, AL
Birmingham, AL
Snellville, GA
Blue Island, IL
Gadsden, AL
Bessemer, AL
Jacksonville, AL
Attalla, AL
Jacksonville, AL

'

Rudy Abbott, Head Coach
Joey Sirns, Assi:;tant Coach
Bob Hendersho Assistant Coach

to 300n the road. During one stretch,
JSU plays 17 consecutive road
games.
"We've got to get off to a good
start," he said. "We've got a chance
to have a good team, but we've got to
play well from the beginning."
The starting lineups or JSU will
most likely include either Bowden or
Rice in center, Lovrich as the
designated hitter, second baseman
Ragsdale, outfielder Doyle and first
baseman Seibert in the three, four
and five slots, rightfielder
Karanassos as the sixth hitter,

the Gamecocks still have some big
games to wind up the season with.
"I think this was a big win for us
tonight. If we had lost this game we
could have forgotten and chance of
getting into the tournament. We still
for some people above us in the
conference to lose. You hate to have
someone else determine your destiny, but we need some help from
others in the conference. We've got
a good opportunity if we can beat
Valdosta at their place," said Jones.
The Gamecocks play an impor tant GSC game at Valdosta State
tonight, and they wrap up the regular season on Saturday night when
.they
. . take
. . .on. .Troy
. . .State at Troy.

................

followed bv Lee at third. Giannauzzi
at catcherbnd Hazlett a't shortstop.
The strength of the pitching staff,
according to Abbott, lies in th
bullpen, where Schumann, Gregg,
and Seibert will be called on.

TYPISTS
Hundreds Weekly
At Home!

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special program for 1988 BSNs.
If selected, you can enter active duty soon after
graduation without waiting for the results of
your State Boards. To qualify, you must have an
overall " B average. After commissioning, you'll
attend a five-month internship at a major Air
Force medical facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll have
serving your country as an Air Force nurse officer.
For more information, call

-

TSgt Jon Briggs
(205)836 - 4 124
Station to Station Collect
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Lady Gamecocks take revenge against AUM
By JEFFREY ROBINSON

Chanticleer Senior Editor
How sweet is revenge? Just ask
the Jacksonville S t a t e Lady
Gamecocks.
So far this year, the Lady
Gamecocks have lost only four
games. They have since gotten revenge with all four teams that have
beaten them.
Jax State got even with the last
team that had beaten them last
Thursday night when they defeat the
Auburn-Montgomery Lady Senators
by a score of 83-69.Playing in their
final regular-season home game of
the year, the Lady Gamecocks used
an effective full-court press and
good defense to even the score with
Auburn-Montgomery.
According to senior guard Alecia
Wright, avenging the loss to AUM,
as well as the Lady Gamecock's
season in general, is something the
team is extremely proud of. "It's
great," said Wright. "Things are so
much different this year. It has been
a big surprise to everybody. We
expected early in the year to win
maybe ten games, but so far we
have done so much better. It's feels

a lot better to wln "
Durlng the flrst part of the game,
the Lady Gamecocks appeared to be
hampered by AUM's helght advantage Jax State was able, however,
to overcome thls as they outrebounded Auburn-Montgomery
through the rest of the game Asslstant Coach Tony Mabrey sald the
runnlng game was an asset for JSU
"I thlnk we had to come In and
stop thew post players They hurt us
lnslde early, but we also had to
cover them perlmlter people I thlnk
one of the keys to wlnnlng was out
ablllty to establish the runnlng
game," sald Mabrey
Shelley Carter, who scored 22
polnts on the nlght to lead all
scorers, Gamecocks allve durlng
the flrst few mlnutes of the game
Sue Imm was wlstled wlth two early
burls, and thls left Carter to do
most of the tough duty on the inslde
Carter scored 10 stralght polnts to
put the Gamecocks up 17-10
Auburn-Montgomery came back
and tied the game, however, a t
19-19
JSU would not stay down, though,
as they took advantage of an AUM

scortng slump to jump back on top
The Lady Gamecocks stayed on top
the rest of the half and took a 38-33
lead lnto halftlme
AUM came out In the second half
and made an early run on the
Gamecocks They pulled to wlthln
one polnt at 40-39a t one polnt before
JSU began to put the game out of
reach
Jax State outscored the Lady Senators 11-0 at one polnt to go up by 16
at 59-43 Auburn-Montgomery was
never able to get back lno thew
offensive rhythm as the Gamecocks
press shut them down Both teams
ran Into foul trouble late, but only
after the issue was already dicided.
Kim Welch hit four straight freethrows down to the stretch to lock
up the 83-69 win.
Also in double figures for Jax
State were Dana Bright with 19
points, and Tammy Broom who.
played strong of the bench when
Carter and Imm ran into foul trouble. Overall, Jax State hit 46.8% on
the night, and an impressive 76.7%
from the free-throw line.
Auburn-Montgomery was led by
Lori Presscott, who turned in a

Phnto by Chrts Miller

Dana Bright (20)shoots for two.
strong all-around game and finished
with 20 points Rhonda Coker and
Llsa Samples both scored 17 points
for the Lady Senators.
Dana Bright commented that,
"We just tried to out-hustle them
and out run them tonight. I think we
could've done better, but we were
kind of cold during the first few
minutes.
They Lady Gamecocks have

'

locked up a second-place finish in
the Gulf South Conference, and they
are assured of hosting a first round
game in the tournament. Jax State
still has two more GSC games to go,
road games agalnst Valdosta State
and Troy S t a t e . T h e L a d y
Gamecocks could still win the regular season title if they win their two
remaining games, and2Delta State
l o s i Some-of their fipal games.

Gamecocks lose tough one on road against Livingston
By EARL WISE
Chanticleer Sports Writer
LIVINGSTON, Al--The Jacksonvllle State Gamecocks invaded
Livingston University's Pruitt Hall
in hopes of staying alive in the Gulf
South Conference title chase. They
left Pruit Hall, however, wlth thelr
hopes dampened.
The Gamecock's hopes for a GSC
regualar season basketball champlonship got 3 sever blow as Llvingston handed Jacksonville State a
90-82defeat
The Gamecocks are now 15-9 on
the season and stand fourth In the
GSC with a 7-5record The loss outs

Jax State two games behink conference leader Tenness-Martin. The
Gamecocks play three of their last
four games on the road, and they
are now struggling to keep their
playoff hopes alive.
Jacksonville State held a 42-40
lead at halftime, but an early second-half surge by Livingston was
too much for JSU.
"I thought the inside play of
,'Doc" Hicks and Henry Williams
was pretty good, but that was about
it from an inside standpoint. I
thought Robert Lee Sanders and
Johnny Pelham played well." said

Coach Bill Jones. Wayne Sears hit
two free throw to give Livingston a
77-69 lead wlth 6 25 remaining in the
game The Gmecocks closed the
lead to 77-74 with 4:25 showing on
the clock.
But that was as close a s Jax State

away with a win, and a big one,"
said J ~ n e s .
Robert Lee Sanders played another spectacular game, ripping the
nets for 22 points. Doc Hicks added
16 points, and Johnny Pelham contributed 15.

would get as their free-throw touch
went cold. Some timely threepointers by Livingston closed the
door for the Gamecocks.
"YOU have to give (Livingston)
credit. They did some things they
had not done all year and came

%
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"TWO THUMBS UP."
- Slskel8 Eberi 8 THE MOVIES

"Joyous and exhilarating.
The music is a delight."
-George Klrgo CBS.TV.
THE MORNING PROGRAM

He;s got
three h ~ t s o n
the charts.
A million
screaming

fans.
A girl he loves
named Donna.
A dream house
he bought for
his mom.
And he's only 17
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Lady Gamecock's comeback not enough against Delta
By JEFFREY ROBINSON
Chanticleer Senior Editor
CLEVELAND, Miss.-All good
things must come to an end, and
Thursday before last in Cleveland,
Mississippi, the Jax State Lady
Gamecocks lbgame winning streak
came to end.
The Lady Gamecocks travelled to
Delta State's Walter Sillers Coliseum and fell to the No. 4 ranked
Lady Statesman by an 87-84 score.
Delta State avenged a 74-73 loss to
JSU in Jacksonville last month by
knocking off JSU.
But the Lady Gamecocks were
not easy to put away. Delta State
has played outstanding basketball a t
home this year, beating their opponents by a whopping average of 39
points a game. The Lady Statesman
f
Conhave lost only two ~ u l South
ference games since moving down
to the Division I1 level three years
ago. Jax State stepped into a tough
place to play and gave Delta a good
fight.
This game contained a battle between two of the GSC's top players;

Jax State's Shelley Carter, and Delta's Betsy Hubbs, who was the
GSC's player of the year last year.
Carter won the battle by tying her
career best, shooting for 39 points
on the night. This was the second
game in a row that Carter had
scored 39 points. Hubbs did not
exactly turn in a bad night herself as
she tossed in 28 points, 22 coming in
the first half.
Jax State was never able to take
the lead in this game. Delta kept its
lead between five and ten points in
the first half, and carried a 48-40
advantage into the lockeroom a t
halftime.
The Lady Gamecocks were unable to come out and take control of
the game in the second half. Delta
jumped out to a lead and appeared
to have JSU down. Jax State could
not get its press going until midway
through the half, and this serverely
hampered the Lady Gamecock's.
Delta also used its taller players to
outrebound JSU.
With 4:16 remaining in the game,
a Chrystal Hardy basket gave the

Lady Statesman their biggest lead
of the night at 80-65. But the Lady
Gamecocks crawled right back into
he game by outscoring Delta 19-7
over the final three minutes of play.
They were unable to take the lead,
however, and Delta State hung on
for an 87-84 win to give the Lady
Gamecocks only their second conference loss of the year.
Lady Gamecock Coach Richard
Mathis was pleased with the teams
overall performance. He said that
he told the team they just ran out of
time at the end of the game. Mathis
felt that Jax State's rebunding could
have been b e t t e r , but t h e
Gamecocks were at a disagvatage
because Delta starts four players
who are 5'11" or taller. Two of
JSU's starters are 5'7", and one is
5'3".
Jana and Dana Bright both scored
in double f i g u r e s f o r t h e
Gamecocks, as did Sue Imm, who
was a perfect five of five from the
floor. Also in doulbe figures for
Delta State were Jo Lynn Davis and
Chrystal Hardy.

The Lady Gamecocks will be when AUM comes, to town.
looking for revenge in their next
'ISo
far we've been
to re
game when they take on AuburnMontgomery. Jax State lost to the venge every loss we've had
b d y senators by four points earlier year," said Coach Mathis. "Now it's
time to see if we can get even with
in the
me h d y camecocb
will be looking to even the score Auburn-Montgomery."

Jax State has foul game against Statesmen
By BRIAN WILSON
Chanticleer Sports Writer

vented them from capitalizing on
some important opportunities.

On Monday, February 15th, the
Jacksonville State Gamecocks fell
out of the race for the Gulf South
Conference title by losing to Delta
State by a score of 93-82. With only
four conference games remaining,
three of which will be on the road,
the team will need to make a strong
finish to receive a berth in the GSC
tournament. Jacksonville State is
currently in fifth place in the ~ u l
South Conference.

The game shifted in the Statesmen's favor, however, as a result of
technical'fouls. During the course of
the game, Jacksonville State was
called for five technical fouls, and
Coach Bill Jones was ejected from
the game after the Gamecock bench
was assessed a technip1 foul.

Although the loss came as a surprise to many, the Gamecocks did
not look like the same team that
destroyed Delta State by almost 40
points earlier in the year a t Pete
Mathews Coliseum. Jax State was
plagued with difficuties from the
outset. One major obstacle to their
efforts was Delta State guard
Rodney Jones, who scored a careerhigh 31 points for the Statemen.
Jones hit 16 of 18 free throws on the
night. To make matters worse, the
Gamecocks had a poor shooting
night from the field, which pre-

Doc Hicks yanks down another rebound.

Winning ways continue for Lady
Gamecocks as they handle LU I

.

Livingston dropped to 9-12 overall,
and 1-11 in the GSC.
Carter, depite foul trouble, did
manage to finish with 18 points and
10 rebounds on the night. Carter
fouled out with 2:03 left in the game.

Safer Than The Sun! Keep A Healthy And Good Lookinc
Tan Year Round.
Open 6 DaysA Week
Located At The Jacksonville Colleae Center
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eight ~econds r e m g Luchy
Cabrera clinched the win by connecting the front end of a o ~ ~ e a d One to give the Lady Gamecocks a
91;I)8 victory.
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Guard Johnny Peled the
Gamecocks with a career-high Of
points,
by
Lee
with
points.
R*ey
also played an
important Part in the Gamecocks'
efforts scoring l3points.

JacksonvilleTanning Salon
30 DAYS UNLIMITED USE
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By EARL WISE
LIVINGSTON, Al-The Jax State
Lady Gamecocks were in need of a
bright spot Saturday before last
against Livingston State. With
leading scorer Shelley Carter on the
bench in foul trouble, the Lady
Gamecock's situation did not look
too good.
Jacksonville State needed
someone to "brighten" their
situation, and that is exactly what
they got. Dana Bright poured in a
game high 28 points to lead the Lady
Gamecocks to a 91-88 victory over
the Lady Tigers of Livingston.
The victory extended the Lady
Gamecocks winning streak to 14
games, and increased their record
to 18-3 overall, and 1&1 in the GSC.

&

Delta State led 42-* at
a
fand then took advantage
start by the Gamecocks in the second half to increase their lead considerably. With8:49 ~efnaining,Delta State held a commanding 71-48
lead. Althouh the Gamecocks outs ~ &
Delta State 16-2 over the next
three minutes, they wre unable to
make up for the large deficit that
they had gotten into.
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Car won't s W We make service call4
Wrecker Service
All types of auto repairs
Call Kilmre's Service Center
105 Tarver St.
435-5184
Behind NAPA Store . ,
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JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
1988 Men'sTennis Schedule
The six foot kangaroo has a less than 1 gram baby; the blue whale a
nearly 10 ton one.

DATE
Feb. 19
Feb;22
Feb. 23
Mar. 2
Mar. 4-5
Mar. 7
Mar. 12
Mar. 13
Mar. 14
Mar. 15
Mar. 15
Mar. 17
Mar. 23
Mar. 24
Mar. 25-26
Mar. 31
Apr. 2
Apr. 4
Apr. 6
Apr. 8
Apr. 11
Apr. 12
Apr. 14
Apr. 15-16
Apr. 26
Apr. 29-30

OPPONENT
Shorter College
Jeff State
Berry College
Shorter College
No. Alabama Tournament
Huntingdon
West Georgia
Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Wisconsin-StephensPoint
Marquette
Trenton
Southern Miss
Samford
Alabama-Huntsville
East Regional
West Georgia
Livingston
Jeff State
Alabama-Huntsville
Alabama-Birmingham
Samford
Huntingdon
Livington
ShorterTournament
Berry College
GSCTournarnent

SITE
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Orlando, FL
Orlando, FL
Orlando, FL
Orlando, FL
Orlando, F1
Away
Home
Valdosta, GA
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Awav
Away
Away
Valdosta, GA

Tech

TIME
1:oo
1:30
2:oo
1:oo
10:oo
2:oo
11:oo
5:OO
11:oo
11:oo
5:OO
11:oo
2:oo
1:oo
TBA
2:oo
2:oo
1:30
1:oo
2:oo
2:oo
2:oo
2:oo
TBA
3:OO
TBA

(Continued From Page 15)
score. Gamecock pitcher Jim disappointed with the last part of the
Dennison appear* to be y a P P W game, but also said that he and his
things UP as he qulckl~reheod the team were happy to have beaten
first to batters. Dennison, however, southern Tech.
lost the next three batters. Coach
"They beat us twice last season,
Abbott decided to pull insert Chris
Shumann. Shumann was unable to and they have eight starters back.
do much as the Hornets were We wanted this one."
determined to cut into the
The Gamecocks will host a
Gamecock lead. Again Abbott
decided to make a pitching move, doulbleheader against Cumberland
this time looking to Todd Jones put a College this afternoon at 1:OO. They
end to the Hornet's come back also host doubleheaders against
thoughts. Jones walked the first Tuskegee University on Saturday at
batter that he faced but then got 1:00, and against Talladega College
Dennis Bonin to ground out, ending on Sunday at 1:00. The Gamecocks
the game after Southern Tech had host Sienna Heights in a doublescored seven runs. The final score header Monday at 1:00, before going
on the road for twelve straight
was 12-7 in favor of Jax State.
Coach Abbott said that he was games.
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(Continued From Page 13)
Association is pleased to announce
four children. "I like seeing families that Jerry Clower will be on campus
laugh together. I feel the family plan Monday, March 7. He will be in
is what makes America great and as concert at Pete Mathews Coliseum,
families deteriorate, so does and the show begins at 8 p.m.
America. If mamas and papas and
boys and girls can all sit together Tickets are $3 in advance for
and enjoy a performance and laugh students, $5 at the door. Tickets may
together, I think it strengthens the be purchased from the SGA office,
community and the home."
which is located on the fourth floor
The
Student Gnvernment of TMB.
with Homerline with whom he has

1

